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ABSTRACT
This publication presents the findings of a
commission that evaluated the current division of responsibilisties
for financing postsecondary education and makes recommendations for
restructuring national policy in this area. Following an executive
summary in section I, section II analyzes the policy concerns of
college cost, accessibility, and financial responsibility. Section
III presents the commission's recommendations concerning the federal
role in financing postsecondary education as well as the roles of
state governments, institutions, the private sector, and
philanthropists. The key theme of the recommendations is that the
partnership among governments, institutions and individuals in the
financing of postsecondary education is an essential concept that
must represent the foundation of future financing policy; that such
partnership requires each participant to contribute to the system's
success; and that the federal government is in the best position to
encourage the partnership by promoting a greater sense of shared
responsibility for financing postsecondary education. Specific
proposals include a Student's Total Education Package, simplifying
the loan system, a Community Service Incentive Program, and
tax-incentives to save for college. Appendixes contain estimates of
cost savings and new expenditures resulting from the recommendations,
commission member biographies, a schedule of commission meetings, and
82 references. (JB)
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The National Commission on Responsibilities for Financing
Postsecondary Education, authorized under P.L. 99-498, is pleased to
submit this Final Report.

The Commission was conceived to address one of the most troubling
issues facing American families: paying fOr college. The mandate of the

Commission, as spelled out in the law, is to reexamine the nature and
operation of the current financing system and to develop recommendations fOr its restructuring as necessary.

This Final Report represents the culmination of extensive research

and analysis of the issues facing higher education financing today.
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times, conducted five regional hearings, sponsored several expert seminars, and held a national symposium. The testimony from the hearings,
combined with staff research and the of its of research teams at the
University of Vermont and University of California, Los Angeles, provided the Commission with a thorough understanding of the problems that
plague the present system and the range of' options for the future.
The findings and recommendations contained in this report are the

result of a dedicated bipartisan effort to improve the future of higher
education in the United States. While we recognize that our system has
long been regarded as the world's finest, we view this Commission and
its work as not only a means of retaining that position but also a commitment to providing affordable postsecondary education for future
generations.

As we present this Final Report of the National Commission on
Responsibilities for Financing Postsecondary Education, we encourage
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MISSION STATEMENT

The National Commission On Responsibilities for Financing
Postsecondary Education is charged with determining the need for a
structural change in the current division of responsibilities for financing

postsecondary education and making recommendations to the
President and the United States Congress by February of 1993. The
Commission will evaluate economic, demographic, educational, and
institutional information and analyze the current and projected responsibilities fOr financing held by families, institutions, individuals, governments, businesses, and other sectors.

The Commission will be concerned with the growing gap between
poor Americans and the rest of society as it rellec s on the ability of our
country to meet the post-industrial challenges of the decades which lie

ahead, as well as on the ability of the middle-income families to contribute to the cost of their children's higher education. Although postsecondary education is only one component of the relief needed, it is a
crucial element in the skills race.
The Commission will use the following assumptions in its work plan.

America's political institutions presuppose an educated electorate.
RI

America's economy requires a well-trained, disciplined workforce.

America' problems (economic, social, ecological, geopolitical)
are becoming more and more complex.
lul

America's needs as a post-agrarian, post-industrial economy are
changing.

FE

Citizens need to control their own lives.

Our goals embrace the vision of an America in which every person is

socially, civically, and economically competitive to his or her greatest
capacity. This means we seek to educate a population which has the educational competencies sufficient to fulfill four essential aspects of' citizen-

rv. We need economic citizens who are productive; informed citizens
who can participate intelligently and kr owledgeablv in our governmental affairs; citizen soldiers who provide for our national defense; and citizens who have purposeful control over their own lives.

vi

Within the context of these assumptions and goals, the Commission
will analyze the current federal policy for financing postsecondary edu-

cation, evaluate its effects, and recommend changes as necessary.
Several beliefs will guide our inquiry.
[I

The policy of the United States should promote the above-mentioned goals.

1:1

The federal policy must address the issue of affordability as one
growing harrier to postsecondary education, especially where
national priorities are at risk; e.g., a qualified workforce that is
ethnically diverse.

The federal policy must encourage greater successful involvement by all.

The nation cannot continue to waste desperately needed human
resources while driving up social costs.

Seen in this perspective, the Commission understands its work to be

about preserving and enhancing the national security of the United
States of America through the strengthening of its human resources with
appropriate, affOrdable postsecondary education.
Note: This mission statement was adopted by the Commission on May 5, 1991.
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FOREWORD

American higher education has ranked as the unchallenged leader
in the world for much of the 20th century. There are good reasons why
the nation has earned this respect. In addition to being the best in the
world in basic research and scientific achievement, American postsec-

ondar,. institutions generally are regarded as the most effective in
advancing the social and economic conditions of individuals. Some of
the indicators of this success:
1;1

America stands out among its international peers in the participation of citizens in higher education. Nearly three times the
percentage of Americans attend college compared with Japan,
the United Kingdom, Sweden, and other nations;
Iligher education has had a positive effect on employment and
income levels. College graduates are much less likely to face
unemployment and. on average, ear nearly twice as much per
month as high school graduates;

N Surveys show that college graduates consistently rate the quality
of their lives higher than those who did not attend college;
11

American higher education is one of the nation's most successful export industries, with hundreds of thousands of students
from other nations enrolling annually in American colleges and
universities.

Despite these accomplishments, however, there is growing anxiety

that the American system of higher education may lose its place of
prominence. These concerns are echoed by a variety of observers,
including everyday citizens, higher education leaders, and state and federal officials. Many of these concerns involve one of the most complicated, and least understood, aspects of the system: its financing.
Senator James Jeffords (RVT), the author of the legislation creating

the Commission, was one of many observers who addressed this topic at
a symposium sponsored by the Commission in .June of 1992. Explaining

why he sought to create the Commission and the importance of its

x

charge to the national interest, Senator jeffords noted, "Without afTordable postsecondary education, without national support for meaningfull
access for able students to take advantage of higher education opportunities, we will not be able to accomplish any of the objectives that we
strive for as a nation and a leader of nations. Without the capacity to significantly expand the intellectual and personal frontiers of the American
citizenry, we will be fore', er limited by the economic inequalities that
exist among people in our country."

This philosophy about the importance to the nation of financing
postsecondary education has been a guiding force in the work of this
Commission. Virtually all the evidence available to us suggests that the
burdens of paying for college are increasing fOr all Americans. Based on

current trends, America will face dire economic and social consequences if only an ever smaller percentage of students and families can
affOrd a postsecondary education. The failure to help the growing num-

ber of disenfranchised, undereducated citizens will have profound
effects on society, Ole workforce, industry and services, international
competitiveness, and even national security.

This National Commission, which first met in February of 1991, has
had as its central goal one simple idea: to make college aflOrdable again.

All of our research, public hearings, and deliberations have revolved

around this basic, but fundamentally important, goal. As the
Commission's Mission Statement points ottt: "The Commission understands its work to be about preserving and enhancing the national securi-

ty of the United States of America through the strengthening of its
human resources with appropriate, affOrdable postsecondary education."
10 make college affordable again, we must make changes at virtually

all levels and involve all of the major participants in the postsecondary
financing system. This report details our recommendations fOr change.
But despite our fundamental belief in the need fOr major change, this
report is not a repudiation of all that exists in the current system. In fact,
we have much to he proud of' in looking at the various federal, state,
institutional and other programs now in operation.
We have made it our goal to produce recommendations that address

long-term needsrecommendations that can take our nation into the
21st century and beyond. Nevertheless, we also sought recommendations that are practical and readily achieved. 11e believe the nation can fully

xi

impfrment every our of the recommendations in this report by the end of (he decade

at a reasonable cost and to (he great bendit of our country.

In seeking ways to make college affin-dable again, we cast a wide net

in search of the most comprehensive and efficient vehicles to make college a reality fbr all interested and able American citizens. Our activities

included five regional public hearings held around the country, a
national symposium, hi- monthly meetings, and numerous research
papers, projects, and reports.

We did not limit our work only to federal policies or student financial aid. Instead, we studied and analyzed the roles and responsibilities
of each of the major financing system participantsfrom families and
students to the federal government, states, institutions, bw;iness and
industry, and philanthropy.

There are, however, important distinctions in the scope of the
Commission's charge. Our primary task was to explore ways to share and

distribute responsibility for tuition and related costs among these system

participants. To that end, the essential foots of our work was on students, and the costs they face in paying for a postsecondary education.

Because of this unique perspective, the Commission did not examine other issues in the "financing" of postsecondary educationsuch as
capital costs and the rapidly deteriorating infrastructure of higher education buildings, facilities, and equipment. Nor have we addressed the
critical areas of research funding or the institutional factors that lead to
tuition increases. While all of these topics are important, our central legislative charge has been to focus on studentsthe consumers of postsecondary education.
The main body of the report is divided into two sections. Tlw first discusses policy concerns that led to the development of the Commission's
recommendations and examines the current operation of the higher

education financing system. The second section describes the
Coimnission's recommendations for the future and discusses the respective roles to be played by each of the major participants in the system. An
Appendix includes an analysis of the likely cost sayings and expenditures

resulting from implementation of the Commission's recommendations.
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I.

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

ith the end of the Cold War, Americans are turning
their attention to a more subtle vet equally complex
issueeconomic security. To compete effectively in
this global economy, the nation needs a top-flight,
cost-effective higher education system with quality programs and access
for all interested and able individuals.
For decades, America has offered college and university programs
that rank among the best in the world. But their escalating cost now
threatens to set up new, impenetrable barriers for many Americans.
For example:

Paying for college now ranks as one of the most costly investments for American families, second only to buying a home;
E---14`

During the 1980s, the cost of attending college increased 126
percent, twice the rate of inflation for the decade;

State budget cuts are causing sizable tuition increases at public
institutions, increases that have outpaced those in the traditionally higher-priced private institutions.

For the 21st century, America needs a well-educated, well-trained
workfOrce capable of competing with our international neighbors. Yet at
this yen' critical juncture, we believe there is a crisis in the nation's postsecondary education finance systemone that poses a major risk to the
very fabric of higher education.
At the federal level, fiscal pressures have cut or limited the growth of
many important financial aid programs, leaving students and their parents unsure about the future. Among the hardest hit are low- and middle-income students. Since 1980, the purchasing power of federal grants
has steadily eroded as grant levels have failed to keep pace with tuition
increases. Mounting costs have forced many of these students to take out
costly loans that carry heavy repayment burdens.
These financial pressures also affect the outlook of families as they
plan to pay fO college. Recent public opinion polls show that the dream

of sending a child to collegeonce so important for many parentsis
go )wing more elusive every year. This is largely because families have
increasingly shouldered more of the burden fbr financing higher education as the federal commitment has eroded.
In addition, the complexity and paperwork of the available student
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aid programs often undermines their worthy goals. Many students and
parents are confused by a system with a multitude of loan and grant

programseach with its own complex eligibility and application
requirements.

Yet even as a college education appears to slip out of reach for
some American families, the need to maintain and improve access to
higher education grows in importance. The Commission realizes that
the country cannot afford to subsidize individuals who drop out of
school, who are unemployed, underemployed, or who fail to understand the basic principles of our democratic institutions and political
system. We must make every effort to reach all citizens and include
every individual as an essential part of the nation's futureor risk the
consequences of having to support those who fall behind.
Nationwide, higher rates of child poverty and single-parent families

also will require a new level of commitment from government, education, and the private sector. Getting a college education is an essential
opportunity for those left behind. In short, America must be prepared
to work with children from low- and middle-income families from their
early years through high school and postsecondary education.
Since February 1991, the nine members of this Commission have
examined many options to improve the affordability of American higher
education. Based on our discussions, we believe that the partnership
among governments, institutions, and individuals in the financing of
postsecondary education is an essential concept that must represent the
foundation of future financing policy. Such a partnership requires each
participant to contribute to the system's success. Given its historical role
in helping to guide national policy, the federal government is in the best
position to encourage this partnership. It can do this by promoting a
greater setts,. of shared responsibility for financing postsecondary educa-

tion among th- systems various participants.

The most p")ductive step the federal government can take in
strengthening the postsecondary education financing partnership is to
lead by example. We believe the federal government bears a rudimentary responsibility to lay the groundwork for a new national compact that
will improve the affordability of higher education fOr all Americans. By

leading the way in this new partnership, the federal government will
recapture the national leadership it once held in this area.
1
it
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To help make college affordable again, we recommend that the following integrated package of policies and programs be implemented:

Make federal student aid a reliable and comprehensible
source of college assistance for all Americans by developing a

new concept called the Student's Total Education Package
(STEP), which links to a national norm the total amount of
federal aid any full-time undergraduate college student may
receive annually.
Currently, students receive varying amounts of aid based on many dif-

ferent programs, their particular rules and their complex need-based formulas. This intricate system leaves many students and families confused
about their eligibilityand intimidated by the potential cost of college.

Under STEP, all full-time undergraduate college students would be

eligible to receive the same amount of federal aidbut the type of aid
they receive would vary widely depending on their own financial needs
and the cost of attendance.

In general, the poorest student would receive an aid package based
primarily on grants, work-study, and subsidized loans. The student from
the middle-income family would receive a mix of subsidized and unsubsidized loans, work-study, and grants. The student from the affluent fam-

ily would not be eligible for subsidized aid but still could receive an
unsubsidized loan (described below).

The federal government would set the STEP based on the weighted
national average per-student expenditure at all four-year institutions. In
current dollars the STEP would he approximately Sl 4,000; this amount
would be adjusted annually. Less than full-time students would receive a

pro-rated amount.

The government, higher education institutions, and the general
media could distribute and publicize tile, information to prospective stu-

dents, cutting away much of the contusion about their prospects for
receiving assistance.

It is important to emphasize that the STEP concept reflects the liyter-

at commitment to student assistance. In many cases states and institutions will offer their own financial aid resources to students independent
of the federal contribution.

xviii

Remove uncertainty from the Pell Grant program by ensuring
that all eligible students receive grants at levels authorized by
federal law and by tying future maximum grant levels to what stu-

dents pay for college.

In the 1992 Higher Education Act reauthorization, both Congress
and the President acknowledged the critical need to increase grants for
low- and middle-income students to meet national education goals. In
that law, Congress authorized a maximum Pell Grant of $3,700 for the
1993-94 school year. But later, under budget pressures, Congress actually

appropriated only enough for a 52,300 maximum granta cut of $100
from the previous year.

This widening gap between authorized and actual funding of the
Pell Grant causes uncertainty in the system and limits access to postsecondary education for needy students. Further, current actual grant levels
represent a major erosion in the federal commitment to access, particularly since 1980.

We urge Congress and the President to ensure that students receive

grants at amounts fully authorized by law. The federal government
should view this grant level as an unbreakable promise that promotes
greater opportunities for postsecondary education in our nation.
Equally as important, we believe that future maximum Pell Grant

award levels should he set at an amount equal to 75 percent of the
national median cost of attendance (tuition, fees, room and board) at
public four-year colleges. This would create a rational basis for future
maximum awards and restore the purchasing power of Pell Grants that
has been lost in the last decade.
To further improve access and simplify the federal aid system, we
also recommend the following steps:

Consolidate the Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grant Program (SEOG) with the Pell Grant program, providing

that our recommendation for removing uncertainty from the
Pell program is implemented.

Convert the Federal Perkins Loan Program to a grant program
by depositing all loan collections into an institutional endowment fund that could be invested and used to provide grants for
low- and middle-income students.

xis

Simplify the complex student loan system by offering a single
program that makes direct loans to students and parents and provides "user friendly" repayment options.
The current federal loan system contains five componentsall with
different names, requirements and financial limits. We are calling for a
much more streamlined program with only three components: a subsidized student loan program (where interest does not accrue during the
time the student is in school); an unsubsidized student loan program
(where interest accrues throughout the life of the loan); and an unsubsidized parent loan program.
Students could pay back loans under two options: income-contingent repayment, with payments based on a percentage of the borrower's
income, and conventional repayment, with payments spread out at regular intervals over a fixed number of years. Those who fall behind on con-

ventional repayments would move automatically to an income-contingent systemthereby offering students a "second chance" to fulfill their
obligations and, hopefully, avoid default.

Each component program would receive capital through Treasury
borrowing, eliminating the current system with its heavy government
subsidies for banks and guarantee agencies. The Internal Revenue
Service also could act as a loan servicing and collection agency for
income-contingent loans, thereby permitting borrowers to remit payments through regular income tax withholding.
Create a Community Service Incentive Program to promote student service in exchange for loan forgiveness, thereby fostering
the dual goals of scholarship and citizenship.
The government has a responsibility to foster a sense of community

values and partnership among individuals, states, communities and the
private sector. To this end, both undergraduate and graduate students

should have the option to work and serve their communities in
exchatige fir financial aid benefits.
Students could participate in this incentive program for up to three
years, with 20 percent of the loan principal forgiven fOr every year of ser-

vice. In limited instances, the program also could offer complete loan
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forgiveness for those performing five Fears of service in certain designat-

ed "critical need" areas. In addition, students would accrue no interest
costs during their time of service. Eligible programs would be determined by guidelines established by the federal Commission on National
and Community Service.
This program also will work well in a system where income-contingent

repayment is an option IOr borrowers. Under an income-contingent repay-

ment system, borrowers choosing lower paving, public service-type jobs

would not be unduly burdened by fixed student loan payments. since
these payments would he based on income and not on the amount borrowed. We believe this will be a powerful incentive for borrowers to choose

careers in teaching, law enforcement, or any of numerous other areas

where the need for skilled college graduates is essential. Thus the
Community Service Incentive Program would complement the public service incentives provided through an income-contingent repayment option.
Create new tax-related incentives to encourage college savings and

increase postsecondary education opportunities, such as allowing
penalty-free withdrawals from Individual Retirement Accounts to
pay for college expenses and removing the income eligibility ceiling on the use of Series EE U.S. Savings Bonds for education.

We call for allowing penalty-free withdrawals from IRAs to pay for
higher education expenses, a plan similar to one proposed by Senators

Lloyd Bentsen (1) -TX) and William Roth (R-DE) in 1992. Under that
oposal, qualified higher education expensestuition, fees, books, supplies. and equipmentcould be paid file via early withdrawal from an
IRA. Such funds could pay for the college education of the taxpayer, his

or her spouse. the taxpayer's child, or the taxpayer's grandchild.
The Commission also supports expanding the use of U.S. Sayings

Bonds for college to all family income levels, promoting increased sayings through a national advertising campaign, and implementing Tax
Code provisions that: 1) allow students and parents to deduct interest on

loans used for education; 2) allow deductions for employer-provided
educational assistance; and 3) encourage charitable giving of gifts of
appreciated property to higher education institutions.
In addition to these recommendations, the Commission also endorses a variety of other new ideas to improve the student financial aid sys-
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tern and make college more affordable. Specifically, we call on the feder-

al government to:

Focus greater resources on graduate and professional study by
repealing the taxation of scholarships and fellowships, offering
graduate students greater flexibility under federal student loan
programs, and finding programs under Title IX of the Higher
Education Act.

Eliminate fraud and abuse by strengthening accountability measures, repairing structural problems in student aid programs and

providing the necessary resources to implement existing
accountability policies.

Establish a federal interagency council to coordinate student aid

and other human resource benefits, so that government can
reduce paperwork and promote more consistent eligibility
requirements among programs.
P"

Create and distribute computer software that estimates the com-

ponents of a student's total financial aid package, thereby
improving the flow of information about eligibility. Students and

their families could gain easy access to these programs through
wide distribution to schools or school guidance counselors.

fl Implement the National Earl" Intervention Scholarship and
Partnership Program, which was established in the 1992 Higher

Education Amendments to provide matching funds to the states
fin' creating and expanding initiatives for at-risk students.

We also view agencies and individuals outside Washington, DC, as
key partners in the drive to improve opportunities in postsecondary edu-

cation. State governments, the private sector, philanthropic organizations, and individual colleges and universities all must increase their vigi-

lance in support of higher education and affordability.
For their part, states should institute a collaborative accountability

process with centralized planning to help promote the quality and
affordability of higher education. Higher education institutions need to
undertake comprehensive strategic planning as well, mindful of their
educational mission and their duty to control cost increases.

The Commission also recommends that states conduct their own
independent studies of "high tuition, high aid" policies, one of the
hottest topics in higher education finance. Under this concept, states
would withdraw some of their funding for public colleges and instead
fOcu3 on stwient aid subsidies for lower income students. If tuition
would increase, so would financial aidpossibly making college more
affOrdable for needy students.

We believe that a headlong rush into "high tuition, high aid" as a
national strategy would be a mistake, particularly in the current econom-

ic: climate. During the past two years, at' least 10 states have raised
tuitions but reduced student aid. Despite states' best intentions, we
believe the potential for damaging consequencessuch as "high tuition,
low aid"could jeopardize access to higher education.
Whatever their decision, states should have the freedom to evaluate this issue free from federal involvement. We recommend, however,
that all statesregardless of their decisionincrease their own financial aid programs to match any increases in attendance costs. We also
believe states and institutions bear a fundamental responsibility to set
tuitions at levels that reflect a college's mission and the type of student it serves.

Elsewhere in the finance system, we believe that philanthropy
should play an important role by continuing to support higher education as an important national resource. We also believe that corporate
philanthropy should expand efforts to promote access, particularly
for low- and middle-income students. Another key player, the private

sector, must promote postsecondary education and training that
strengthens the nation's competitiveness and furthers democratic
principles.

:ft :It :ft

The economic, environmental, and social challenges ahead will require coop-

eration among all sectors of American societyfront government and industry to
individuals and families. We need both the courage to dream and the will to
change.
Amid global uncertainty, the nation must stand firm behind its goal of offer-

ing educational opportunity to all interested and able Americans. Only by making

college affordable can our students succeed and our nation prosper during the
next decadeand into the 21st century.

"
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merica has entered a new and challenging era. The military

II.

POLICY
CONCERNS

tensions and superpower confrontations of the Cold War
have ended, but a series of new, equally daunting challenges have taken their place. These new demands on the
nation include economic rivalries with our global neighbors, troubling
issues in the environment, and continued concern about the ravaging
effects of poverty in our inner cities. As America prepares fbr the 21st
century, the need for intelligent policy and action is urgent.
Each of these challenges will require the United States to respond
vigorously and decisively. As a nation, we need to marshal our available
resources and promote productivity, flexibility, innovation, creativity,
and wisdom. Above all, we must set goals and develop a national consensus to achieve them.
Our proud history suggests that fbrging this new consensus will he a

difficult task. Our diverse outlooks and perspectives frequently lead us to

conflicting ideas about how best to pursue a course for the future. We
need only follow the debates of any major political campaign to understand the diversity of views offered for the years ahead.

As we approach the year 2000, however, there is one policy concern
that unites all Americans. While leaders may differ on the need to invest
EDUCATION:

THE NATIONAL CONSENSUS

It seems that virtually everyone who has
an interest in public policy has pointed to
the need for greater investment in edu-

cation. A report released in October of
1992 by the Strengthening of America
Commission, co-chaired by Senators
Sam Nunn (D-GA) and Pete Domenic' (A-

NM), is indicative of this universal support for education. The report proclaims,
"The key component of a public investment strategy is investment in human
resources. Strong schools, strong workforce training programs, and strong families are the components of a strong educational system. ... We cannot compete

in infrastructure, defense or health care, virtually every legitimate proposal for America's resurgence lists education as the fbundation of our
future strength. This view is shared by all sectors of society and by leaders of all political viewpoints, from liberal to conservative and from
Democrat to Republican and Independent.
Among all other issues, education is the most essential component

of our long-term investment in the vitality of the nation. Without an
increasingly educated citizenry, we will not upgrade the skills of our
workforce or improve the quality of our lives in a competitive global
economy. In the new era of economic, environmental, and social challenges, what we learnand how we use itare the nation's most impor-

low-wage workforce. Without supportive,

tant concerns.
America will pay an enormous price if it fails to improve its education

involved families, we will play constant

system. Plainly stated, the country cannot afford to subsidize individuals

in a global economy with a low-skilled,

catch-up with children ill-prepared to
learn. Government, the education community, and business must be partners in

a long-term effort to revitalize the
American educational system."

who drop out of school, who are unemployed, underemployed, or who
fail to understand the basic principles of our democratic institutions and
political system. We must make every effort to reach all citizens and

THE COSTS OF FAILURE

include every individual as an essential part of

the nation's futureor

risk the consequences of haying to support those who fall behind.
What are the costs of not improving the
education level of the American citi en-

ry? Daryl Grisham, President of the
Parker House Sausage Company in
Chicago, made the following observation
in testimony before the Commission: "It
seems to me that the social costs of no
education or miseducation may very well
exceed the finite costs of a sound, com-

petitive education. When prioritizing
national resources, it may prove ^ worthwhile exercise to really sum up the total
dollar costs now triggered by hundreds
of thousands of young people ensnared

Much of the discussion about the future of education in the United
States has focused on the elementary and secondary levels. While we
know basic needs exist from preschool to high school, we firmly believe
the nation must recognize education as a continuous web that incorporates all levelsfrom preschool through graduate school. The education
needs of a changing America will require much greater skills and knowledge than are currently available through 12th grade. We must develop
and utilize our talent as a nation and make education a lifelong process,
not one with a rigidly-defined beginning and end.

in the criminal justice system, teenage
pregnancies, schooi dropouts, youth
gangs, and drug addiction, and contrast

Americans must recognize that investment in postsecondary education--that is, any program beyond the core of essential learning taughi

this loss of talent and treasure with what
might be viewed as an alternative 'preventive maintenance' approach: a solid
education. I think we might demonstrate
that a strategir: investment in gooa education is a relative baiyain."

in high schoolis an important national priority. In our increasingly
competitive world, education beyond the high school level is impel ativc.

Making this investment now trill ensure that we can meet the challenges
of this new, complex era. Our national standard of living and quality of
life depend on this investment, even as concerns grow about the affOrdability of a college education.

THE COST OF COLLEGE
aying for college represents one of the most fundamental

concerns of the average American family. A 1991 Gallup
Poll showed that 87 percent of Americans believe costs arc
rising at a rate that will put college out of reach !Or most

people) This perceptionthat college soon will be unattainable for
most citizensis all ominous sign that threatens the basic fabric of
American education and society.

Why such deep-seated concern? The main reason is that paving for
college now ranks second only to buying a home as the most expensive
investment fbr the average family. As tuition has increased more rapidly
than inflation and family income, the burden of paying for college has
become more difficult for students and their parentsand the dream of
college more elusive for pool and middle-income families.

The explanations for the sharp increase in college costs during
much of the 1980s and early 1990s are complex. Every institution has

3

"I remember when I was growing
up

;eking up (1 geography book

and reading that the United States

faced different financial and infrastructure issues, making any generalizations difficult at best. Furthermore, economic and social conditions
have changed considerably during the past decade, with major repercussions fOr college costs.

was a wealthy nation because 0/. all

The primary purpose of this Commission was not to sort out the rea-

of the natural resources we have.

sons why college costs increase. Our central task was to explore options

And I believed that, until a few

to address these cost increases and make college affordable fOr all inter-

yeas ago, when I found that the

ested and able Americans. We have outlined such options in our

nations that are moving ahead eco-

Recommendations, found in the f011owing chapter.

nomically more rapidly than the

In this chapter, we explore policy concerns that have shaped our
Recommendations and explain why college financing is on a path that
only can widen the gulf separating disenfranchised and undereducated
Americans fi:oni higher education. We believe there a crisis in the

United Statesnations like japan,

Taiwan, and Swedenhave virtually no natural resources but are
investing in their human resources.
We must do the same."

postsecondary education finance system, and this crisis threatens to fundamentally change the economic and social landscape of our nation.
The "affordability" of college and university study has emerged as a
matter of considerable discussion in recent years. This is because college
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costs (tuition, fees, room, and board) have increased faster than inflation, family incomes, and many other measures associated with the ability

of families and students to pay fO college.? As a result, many reports and
studies have zeroed in on a "crisis in affordability" of higher education.

Part of' the problem with this issue is that analysts have placed undue
emphasis on defining the term "affordable." There arc many ways to measure the "aflOrdability" of higher education, yet no two analyses ever agree

on a common definition applicable to students and families. This has
caused a situation in which researchers have spent an inordinate amount
of time defining the problem rather than engaging in constructive discourse to address the problem and develop ways to avert it in the future.

Our work was guided in part by the belief that the affordability of
college fbr families and studentshowever it is definedis our most
important concern. Several factors listed below have influenced our
analysis of the cost of college and the ability of families to pay.

First, the costs of attendance facing families and students have
increased at a substantial rate. In fact, virtually all of the available evidence suggests that the burdens of paying for college are increasing for
all Americans. From 1980 to 1990, the average costs of attendance (or
"sticker price") at all institutions rose 126 percentmore than twice the

4

rate of increase of inflation. During the same time period median family

income (for families with the head of household aged 45-54) increased
by only 73 percent. Accordingly, college costs as a percentage of the
median family income also grew to new levels. In 1980, the average cost

of attendance ($2,701 for all institutions) represented 14 percent of
median family income ($19,587). In 1990, average college costs (S6, i 17)

represented 18 percent of median income ($34,213). Projected cost and
family income data indicate that college costs will take up more than 20
percent of median family income by the end of 1993.3

Both public and private institutions have increased costs in recent
years, though not at the same rate. From 1980 to 1990, attendance costs
at public institutions rose 109 percentor an average annual rate of 8
percentwhile at private institutions attendance costs increased 146
percent, or about 10 percent annually. In the last two years, however,
public sector costs mushroomed by 12 percent in 1991 and 10 percent
in 1992. In comparison, private sector costs increased only 7 percent in
1991 and again in 1992.4

A further breakdownbv type of' institutionshows that college
costs at four-year colleges and universities have risen at a slightly faster
rate than at two-year institutions. From 1980 to 1990, attendance costs at
two-year public institutions increased from S1,821 to S3,715, an average

annual gain of 8 percent, while at four-year public institutions costs rose

about 9 percent annually, from S2,198 to 54,742. At private institutions,

two-year attendance costs rose from 53,755 to $7,885almost 9 percent

a yearwhile four-year attendance costs increased from S4,699 to
511,698, an 11 percent annual jump.5
College costs also have increase-.I at a faster rate than many other
consumer purchases. As Chart 1 shows, college costs in the last 10 Years

have risen faster than the price of cars, food, even new homes.
Combined with higher costs in other areas such as health care, this
trend ly,ls placed even greater strains on the ability of families and students to find enough money fbr college.

5
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Second, student financial aid has failed to keep pace with college
costs. Looking at the past decade, Table 1 shows the costs of attending
both public and private institutions increased nearly twice as fast as the
total student aid available. Costs of attendance outstripped federal student aid by an even larger marginwith grant aid failing to increase at
all over this time period. It appears that only institutionally-awarded aid
(provided mainly by private institutions) helped avert an even more serious crisis in affordability during the 1980s.

College Costs Compared With Student Aid Awarded,
1980 To 1990
:
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%Intl\

State Student Aid

2%
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10%
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Another disturbing trend is that state student aid has lagged far
behind increases in costs at public institutions during the past two years.
In 1992, 10 states actually increased the cost of college while reducing stu-

dent aid.6 This "double hit" is likely to have profound effects on
prospective students' opportunities to attend college.

Third, many indicators show evidence that college is much more
unaffordable than in the past. Compared to the 1970s, for example, college is much less affordable for most families. In the 1970s, family
incomes increased an average of 8 percent per year, while costs of atten-

dance increased about 6 percent a year at public institutions and nearly
8 percent at private institutions.% During this time period, families
enjoyed greater affordability than in recent years, when incomes have
increased only about one half as fast as costs of attendance.
Furthermore, comparisons with other eras also illustrate he problems of the current crisis. In the 1950s, for example, the GI Bill helped
millions of veterans attend college at a modest cost. Veterans gained
because the average value of GI Bill benefits was so high compared to
the cost of living during that time. In one estimate, the average annual
GI benefit from that era would equal inure than $8,000 in current dollars.8 By comparison, the maximum Pell Grant award in the 1993-94 academic year will he $2,300.

Clearly then, with college costs far outrunning family incomes, stu-

dent financial aid and other sources of support, college has become
increasingly unaffordable for many familiesparticularly since the early
1980s. Further, as the mix of student aid has changed from an emphasis
on grants to an emphasis on loans, the burden on families and students
has increased substantially.°

Fourth, the postsecondary education financing system has failed to
encourage families to save moneyin any significant wayto pay for
college expenses. While data on the amounts of money saved for college
arc difficult to find, the limited data available are discouraging. A 1986

survey found that only 34 percent of all households save specifically for
higher education expenses.lm Likewise, a 1989 survey of high school

juniors who said they planned to go to college found that 56 percent
had either just started or just planned to start saving for college."
Obviously, these actions come much too late for most Americans to save

meaningful amounts.

Given current national savings trends, the situation may grow worse

in the immediate future, experts say. In general, Americans have saved
less in the past decade than they had in previous periods, according to
the Council of Economic Advisers. In 1981, for example, sayings represented 9 percent of disposable personal income. By 1991, that sayings
rate decreased to a paltry 5 percent, or almost half of what was saved
only a decade earlier. During this same time period, the costs of attending colleges and universities more than doubled.
C
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Foh, broad social and economic trends in America are likely to exacerbate the college affOrdability crisis in the future. More than ever, poli-

cvmakers' projections of' many important national issues including college costs arc driven by key demographic trends in our nation. These
demographic changes will help shape how we approach postsecondary
education in the United States in the next decade.
As many recent reports and studies have documented, the social fabric of the nation is shifting dramatically. Ultimately, significant social
changes affect how the nation approaches its social and economic challenges. Consider these trends:

W In the last decade, the number of single-parent families increased
dramatically, from 12.5 million in 1980 to 15.5 million in 1989.12
Census data show that 13.7 million children are growing up in single
fCmale-parent families, whose median Family income is S10,982.13

BEST CON SIVAILAKE

The percentage of children who live in a single-parent, female"Economists forecast that Califor-

headed household increased from 11 percent in 1970 to 22 percent

nia's labor force in the 21st centu-

in 1989.14

ry will need to be substantially
According to the National Commission on Children, one in five chil-

larger and more college-educated.

dren lives in a family whose income falls below the poverty level. This

And the health of the California

translates to 13 million children living in poverty, an increase of two

economy and way of life will
depend on the extent to which

million in the last decade. Poverty rates among minority children are

much higher; 44 percent of all African-American children and 36
percent of all Hispanic children are poor.15 Poverty is also on the

higher educational institutions in
California effectively incorporate

increase in urban areas, smaller cities and rural areas.

and educate its growing and

Minorities will continue to make up a larger share of the U.S. popu-

diverse citizenry for this future."

lation of the United States due to higher birth rates and immigration. Census data show that African-Americans and Hispanics, the
two largest groups, now constitute 21 percent of the total popula-
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The number of Americans between the ages of 24 and 49 now stands

at 94.2 million, or about 38 percent of the total population. At the
same time, the "traditional" college age group (ages 18 24) is 26.6
million or 11 percent of the population, its lowest point since the
mid-1970s.17
gi

The number of people in prison and jail has increased to 760,000
(1991), the highest numbcr in the history of the nation.18
The exodus from the inner city to surrounding suburbs is continuing at a high rate. In 1990, the population of suburbs grew by an
average of almost 10 percent since 1980, causing enormous changes
for the nation's cities.19

Given these trends, it is not surprising that projections show a changing social composition in the United States well into the next century.
Census forecasts indicate that:

The U.S population will continue to grow, but at a slower rate. Three

statesTexas, California, and Floridawill ac,ount for the most
growth.2° The growth in these states and others will be fueled in
large part by incre:ises in nonwhite populations.

9

A The population will continue to age. In the 1990s the 35+ segment
of the population will increase by 25 percent.2I Many of the baby
bcorn generation will retire, beginning in the first decade of the
next century.
El

The number of 18-year-olds, still the most common single age group

enrolling in college, will rise by the end of the decade. Though the
18-year-old cohort has been in decline for the last few years, by the
year 2000 the number will actually rebound to the levels of the late
1980s.22
VII

The United States will attract about two-thirds of the world's immigration. After the year 2020, immigration will become the major
source of population growth for the U.S. Eighty-five percent of the
new immigrants in the next two decades will come from Central and
South America.23

By the year 2000, women, immigrants, and minorities will make up
85 percent of all new workers.24 A significant gap will exist in the
workforce between low-skilled, minimum wage jobs and high-paying
technical and administrative positions that require at least a college
degree. Jobs in the middle economic range will decline and a split

will develop that divides society into "information-rich" and "information-poor" segments.
Juxtaposed with these trends and projections are others showing that

the social costs of a changing society inexorably lead to economic
upheaval as well. These economic and social trends show that higher
education will have to compete with other domestic programs for available federal money. For example:

The growth in single-parent families and children born to single
mothers and into poverty has increasingly taxed the nation's social
welfare structure. The costs of Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC), the Women, Infants and Children (WIC) program, and other public aid skyrocketed in the last decade from $72
billion to $127 billion.25
Pi

The increases in socially disadvantaged populationsespecially
those from low-income backgrounds and recent immigrantsalso

10

have increased social costs. In addition to welfare expenditures, the costs
"Amelican higher education faces an

increasingly diverse student popula-

of public housing and health care programs have increased because of
population growth among these groups.

tion that includes higher proportions

of minorities, adults with family and

The changing age profile of the na on has had several effects, such

work responsibilities, and students

as an increasing burden on the Social Security program. In the

with inadequate levels of basic skills.

future, fewer workers will share the costs of each retiree who draws

Many believe that our willingness to

on the fund, while the increased need for health care will drive up

come to grips with this diversity may

these costs.

signal our country's ability to endure
as a world leader"

of maintaining prisons and building new facilities. In 1991 the
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As the number of incarcerated persons has increased, so has the cost
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nation spent more than $18 billion to operate state and federal prisons. Further, the average per-prisoner expenditure of $17,545 per
'ear to house and care for prisoners is more than twice the average
expenditure per student at a four-year public college.26
In 1989, the nation paid out $14.3 billion in unemployment insurance,
with the average unemployed worker collecting benefits for 13 weeks.27

U Throughout the 1980s, the combination of decreased federal expenditures and rising costs created problems fbr state budgets, including
funding for colleges and universities. Higher education now must com-

pete with other budget areas for general fund dollars. While higher
education once enjoyed annual funding increases, now it often hopes
just to avoid funding cuts. In 1990, the average share of state budgets
going to higher education was 18.3 percent, its lowest level ever.28

N Similarly, while the total federal budget has increased from $600 billion in 1980 to more than SI trillion now, the percent of the budget

going to higher education programs has declined from about 1.3
percent in 1981 to less than 1 percent for each of the last 10 years.29

U The status of the global economy .is ever changing. While the
United States is the remaining superpower, its place in the international market is slipping because of a high deficit and a negative
trade balance. To regain its economic foothold, American businesses will have to change management and manufacturing techniques,
which will require retrained and better educated workers.

These trends suggest that American higher education increasingly
will be called upon to help the nation solve its social and economic challenges. As the nation and the world undergo dramatic and long overdue
change, American higher education will play a critical role in ushering
in a new era. College education will rank as an essential component in
the broader strategy of addressing the nation's problems.
However, these trends also point to a potentially troubling dilemma:
As policvmakers look to higher education to address national needs, the
strains caused by economic and social change likely will escalate.
Inevitably, these problems will fOrce governments to tackle the parallel
problems of social change and economic stagnation. Making sure that
college is affordable therefore will become even more difficultwhile
the nation's need for education will he greater than ever.
We believe two overarching problems have created this affordability
gap: the postsecondary education finance :zystem has failed to assure
adequate accessibility to a postsecondary education for all interested and
able students; and it has failed to foster a sense of shared responsibility
among the parties who participate in, and benefit from, postsecondary
education. These are desc ribed in detail below.

PROBLEMS CONCERNING ACCESSIBILITY
or the second half of this century, the federal government has

made equal opportunity a primary focus of national policy in

higher education. With the passage of the Higher Education
Act in 1965 plus subsequent amendments to the Act in 1968
and 1972, the nation's leaders codified America's commitment to equal
access to all levels of postsecondary education. This explicit federal com-

mitment to equal educational opportunity has become a central theme in
national debates on higher education policy for more than two decades.

States also have played an essential, and in some ways, larger, role in

this educational equity process. As primary guarantors of education,
states have offered their residents affordable tuition at a wide variety of
public higher education institutions. With enrollment of nearly 80 percent of all higher education students in public institutions, affordable
public college tuition has been an important component of the national
goal to promote access."
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THE UNIQUE AMERICAN SYSTEM

The history of postsecondary educa-

tion financing in the United States is
unlike that of most other nations. We
have always relied on families (this
means both individual students and/or
their parents) as the first source of sup-

port for postsecondary education. In
fact, families have paid from 40 percent

to 60 percent of the costs of postsecondary education for most of the past
three decades in the United States. In

recent years this has accounted for
about $60 billion per year in the total revenues of higher education institutions.

Most other industrialized nations of
the world look first to the national government as the primary or first source of

Similarly, private institutions also have made major contributions to
access, primarily through investment in institutional aid. Private institutions have invested heavily in need-based student aid, particularly in the

last decade as resources from the federal government and other sources
have declined.

At the national level, government has supported educational equity
through a variety of initiatives, particularly federal student aid programs.
Since its first year of operation in 1973, the Pell Grant program has provided more than 45 million grants totalling $50 billion.31 The even larger Federal Family Education Loan (formerly Guaranteed Student Loan)

program has made more than 60 million loans totalling in excess of
5125 billion since its inception in 1965. This program has loaned more
than 5100 billion of this total since 1980.32

support. However, this is beginning to

Because of this national commitment to access, millions of low- and

change. Countries such as Australia are
moving toward systems which rely more
on student or family contributions as a
major portion of the total postsecondary
education financing process.
More importantly, the U.S. still leads
the world in emphasizing access to higher education as a fundamental national
goal. While funding for higher education
in other nations may be higher on a per-

middle-income students attended postsecondary education who otherwise would not have had the opportunity to do so.
I Iowevcr, despite this large investment of resources in access to postsecondary education, many aspects of the current financing system have

student basis, no other nation comes
close to making postsecondary education a possibility for such a broad range
of citizens.

failed to assure the equitable treatment of all interested and able
prospective students. The most important of these failings is that socio-

economic status is still a key barrier to access to higher education. As

Chart 3 shows, students with high ability but low or middle socioeconomic status are considerably less likely to attend college than students with similar abilities but a higher family income. Lower-ability students from affluent families are almost twice as likely to go to college as
similar students from families cif low or middle socioeconomic status.

Nevertheless, the current system has increased participation in other
important ways. It certainly has contributed to the increased attendance
of women, Iyho now constitute more than one half of total higher educa-

tion enrollments. By comparison, women represented less than 40 percent of students during the 1960s and early 1970s.33 In addition, the sys-

tem has had some effect on the participation of studentsespecially
femaleswho attend school part time, contributing to the significant
growth in enrollments at two-year institutions.
But the evidence of the past several years shows only limited success

in increasing the participation of low-income and socially disadvantaged
persons in higher education. In fact, the enrollment of financially disad-
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vantaged and minority students in higher education has not increased
sizably for more than a decade. These facts are alarming because federal, state and institutional aid programs have awarded more than $200
billion to needy students lust since 1980.34

Certainly these findings do not point to an overall failure of the
higher education finance system. Without need-based student assistance

and reasonable tuition levels (particularly at many state institutions),
participation of low-income and disadvantaged students would have
declined even more dramatically. But the lack of meaningful progress in
this area concerns the Commission. This breakdown of the system has
occurred because of several l'actors:
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Federal grants to students have not increased at a rate
that reflects family needs and the rising costs of college.
The Po.Il Grant program, considered the "Floor" of financial support
for needy students when it WaS ClVilIC(1 111 1972, now stands as a weak-

here are two central reasons fOr this program's unfortunate malaise. First, the increased demand
for grant assistance by college students diluted the effectiveness of the
program and restricted eligibility. For instance, between 1980 and 1990,
the number of Pell Grant applicants jumped from '1.8 million to 6.5 million, or about 35 percent over the 10-year period.;' Because of growing
demand for this non-entitlement program, the government then tightened the definition of grant eligibility. Not surprisingly, as demand low
grants increased. the average family income of students who received
Pell Grams plummeted sharph. Between 1980 and 1989, median family
income for Pell recipients declined in real terms by 30 percent, from
512,419 to 58,674. Only 6 percent of all Pell Grant recipients came from
families with incomes above 530,000. \lore than one-quarter of' all perened and limited program for 1111111V 5111(11115.

sons who applied for a Pell Grant never received any kinds at :t11.36

A meteoric rise in Pell dollars going to students at proprietary insti-

tutions posed an even greater problem for students in other sectors of
education. Students at proprietary schools received about 12 percent of
all Pell Grant funds in 1980, or about 5275 million. By the end of the
decade, however, the proprietary school share of Pell funds jumped to
23 percent, or about SI.1
In effect, nearly all of the increased Pell Grant funds in the 1980s
were awarded to students at proprietary institutions. Students attending
private colleges and universities saw their share of Pell Grant dollars
decrease from 29 perccut in 1980 to) about 2(1 percent in 1990)18

-

This incapacity of the system to meet the demand For aid 1w college stu-

dents also led to the second major shortcoming of the program: the failure

of grant fitnding to keep pace with tuition hikes. Between 1980 and 1990,
the maximum Pell Grant award increased only 5650, from 51,750 to S2,00

(or about 37 percent). During this same period, the average cost of' atten-

dance rose by 101 percent at public institutions Wont $2,373 to $4,764)
and 138 percent at private institutions (from S5,470 to S12,997))19 Sadly,
the maximum grant award actually will (It:el:ca in 1993-94 to S2,300.
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Ironically, despite these funding shortfalls, the maximum authorized

Pell Grant award steadily increased in the past decade, from $2,300 in
1987-88 to $3,100 in 1991-92. In fact, c'. -ing the 1992 Higher Education
Act reauthorization, Congress again increased the maximum awardto
$3,700 in 1993-94 and $4,500 by the 1997-98 year. So far, actual flinding

has not kept pace with these increased authorization levels, leaving a
growing gap between what the law provides and annual appropriations.
It is increasingly apparent that authorized grant levels hear little rela-

tionsip to the actual amounts students receive or to the costs that they
actually must pay. This hollow promise in the face of escalating costs rep-

resents a major step backward in attempts to improve access to postsecondary education.

Students and their families have only limited knowledge
of college costs and the availability of financial aid.
One of the' most important hurdles in the current system is that students lack basic information about what college costs and how much aid
is available from various sources. For example, in a 1988 Gallup Poll of'
students ages 13 to 21, students greatly overestimated the msts of atten-

dance at colleges and universities. According to the survey, student
respondents believed tuition and fees at a public institution totalled
$6,841 when they actually were $1,566; likewise, they guessed that aver-

age tuition and fee, 't a private institution was $10,843 when they actually were only $7,693.u

In this same survey, nearly one half of the respondents who had
graduated from high school but did not attend college agreed with the
statement "financial aid is only given to students whose parents cannot
afford to pay for schooling". Yet about one half of all aid goes to students who are financially independent of their parents and that significant aid in the form of' loans is available to a broad range of students
and families.

This misunderstanding about the financing system exists even
among those just about to enter college. A 1989 survey of high school

seniors in Indiana found that only 50 percent could identify or
describe four of six financial aid programs (such as Pell Grants, federal
student loans, work-study, or college scholarships). The same study
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found that nearly 70 percent of seniors, and 50 percent of their parents, could not accurately distinguish between low, moderate, and high
cost institutions,41

Students and parents are confused and intimidated by
the large number of financial aid programs and their
policies and procedures.
The current system of financing postsecondary education has
become a confusing array of programs, participants, and procedures in
which it is difficult to keep track of all the players without a scorecard.
This multi-layered system is more than just an annoyance for those who
apply for or receive student aid. Increasingly, experts view the complexity of the system as an important barrier to access to higher education.
The result is that students are confused both about the source of
funds they receive and, in the case of loans, their obligations for repayment. For these students, complicated and onerous application proce-

dures pose real barriers to access, especially at the federal level.
Likewise, parents and guidance counselors also have become confused
by the frequent name changes and number of aid programs.
The Higher Education Act now contains 15 Titles, with topics ranging

from student financial aid to educational excellence and Indian higher
education programs. Title IV of the Act, which houses most student aid
funds, contains four "main" loan programs, three "main" grant programs
plus the Federal College Work-Study Program, the Federal TRIO programs,

the National Early Intervention Scholarship and Partnership Program, the
Federal Direct Loan Demonstration Program, and numerous others.

Not only has the number and type of programs mushroomedbut the
program names hove changed, sometimes more than once. The Federal
Family Educilti( n Loan Program is the latest name for the group of programs formeriy referred to as "guaranteed student loans" under Title IV.
But the Guaranteed Student Loan Program was the name originally given

to the first federal student loan program authorized by the Higher
Education Act in 1965. The original 1--

program is now a subsidiary, but

still the largest, of the overall loan program, though it is now called the
Federal Stafford Student Loan Program. From 1986 to 1992 this program
had the slightly simpler name of the Stafford Student Loan Program.
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Lawmakers have repeated this pattern with many other federal aid
programs. The Federal Pell Grant Program was formerly called the Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant Program, and the Federal Supplemental
Loans for Students Program is the successor to a program known as
Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students (ALAS).

At the same time, other federal agencies also sponsor a variety of
programs that offer financial aid to students. These include veterans'

education programs, health professions programs tinder the
Department of' Health and Human Services, and National Science
Foundation Fellowships, to name but a few.

Other players in the financing apparatus add to the complexity of
the loan process. Numerous secondary agencies and loan servicing com-

paniesfrom Sallie Mae to private, public and state-level secondary mar-

ketsprovide liquidity to lenders by purchasing student loans. While
this helps the system by making more capital available. it often confuses

students. When their loans are sold, perhaps several times, students face

the same kind of problems as homeowners whose mortgage loans are
sold in the secondary market.

At-risk youth and their parents fail to receive useful,
early information to plan for postsecondary education.
Combined with limited academic and social support, a lack of basic
information contributes to the inadequate access of at-risk students to

postsecondary education. Studies have shown that elementary and secondary students and their parents arc woefully underinformed about
the costs of college, the availability of' student aid, the job market, or the
economic gains of college attendance. For example, a study conducted

in Illinois in the 1980s found that parents of eighth graders are frequently unaware of basic information about college. The study fouad
that only 28 percent had ever heard of Pell Grants, and more than one
half could not even estimate the costs of college at all. In addition, findings show that parents from lower income and inner-city communities in
Chicago were ev,m less knowledgeable.42
Research also suggests that while student aid is critical to access to high-

er education, other non-financial factors are equally important.
Information about academic preparation and progress, as well as appropri-
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ate social support and guidance, are essential for improving the prospects
"The tools and resources available to
counselors are obsolete and of very little value to these prOfe.5.5i011(11.5 as they

attempt to prepare approl»-iate
?nation needed by todav's students to

explore a full range of educational

and career options demanded by
America's post-industrial economy.
Students and parenls alike need acces-

sible to them accurate, detailed, and

contemporary information regarding

the job market and financial aid
resources and procedures."

of postsecondary education access for at-risk students. An Education
Department survey of eighth graders found that while two-thirds planned
to earn a bachelor's or advanced degree, only about one-third had plans to
enroll in a college preparatory program in high school.43

The 1992 Higher Education Act reauthorization took important and

much-needed steps to address aspects of this problem. In particular,
Congress created or expanded several programs to extend the reach of
early awareness and outreach efforts and target at-risk populations.
These include a computerized database of information that would be
accessible through schools and libraries, a new Presidential Access
Scholarship Program for low-income students who excel academically in

high school, and a new National Early Intervention Scholarship and
Partnership Program that links participation in early intervention programs with guarantees of supplemental financial aid.

REGINA E. MANLEN, PRESIDENT.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
COLLEGE ADMISSION COUNSELORS
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Even with these important improvements, America still needs to do
more. Current programs still do not provide broad access to technology
and computer software that describes the benefits of postsecondary edu-

cation, the need for academic preparation, and the availability of aid
programs that may assist in paying for college. Furthermore, current
programs do not go far enough to involve parents as an importantperhaps the most importantparticipant in this process. Policymakers will
need to address these and other issues in order to fully extend the reach
of early intervention as a vital component in the process of increasing
educational opportunity.

Despite gains at two-year colleges, low- and middle-income stu-

dents do not have adequate access to the baccalaureate degree.
In recent years the prospects of attending an institution that ofTers a
bachelor's degree has declined for many students from low income, mid-

dle-income, and minority backgrounds. For example, between 1972 and

1989 community colleges experienced the largest increase in enrollments in higher education. These institutions, which serve the largest
number and percentage of disadvantaged students, saw their total share
of higher education enrollment increase from 27 pecent to 38 percent
during this period.44
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Low-income and ; inority students have their sIxon.gest representation in the propri,:. a, sector of postsecondary ,.iucation. AfricanAmerican and Hispiti,
'udents represent 35 percent of the proprietary
than 75 percent of all proprietary students
school population, 21 '
come from families with htcomes less than $25,000 a year.45

In addition, minority students tend to enroll in much greater numbers at lower-cost public and two-year institutions. Minority students
make up 23 percent of the student body at two-year institutions but only
16 percent at four-year institutions.` 6

Education experts also are alarmed by the low rate of transfer or
"articulation" between two-year and four-year institutions. While
research on this topic is controversial, most evidence shows that no more

than 25 percent of all community college students ever graduate from a
four -year institution.47 Without significant access to a baccalaureate

degree, students face lower opportunities for higher economic standards and quality of life.

Student aid programs lack sufficient coordination with other
federal human resource programs, such as Food Stamps and
Aid to Families with Dependent Children.
The failure to coordinate programs across or within agencies is a
serious problem in the structure of federal human resource policy. The
independence and isolation of these programs also pose a significant
barrier to access for students who receive more than one form of federal
assistance.

In recent years, complaints have increased about the lack of coordination and cooperation among programs ranging from student aid to

AFDC, Food Stamps, vocational rehabilitation and others. Eligibility
requirements differ widely, as do delivery systems. Many experts have
found coordination lacking even among policies and staff with'n a single
program.

The Food Stamp program offers one of the most prominent examples of the breakdown between student aid and other federal human
resource programs. Applicants who want to pursue a postsecondary education face at least three additional hurdles before receiving student aid.
In addition to the Food Stamp needs test, they also must meet other eli-
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"I was receiving Food Stamps and
they considered [student loan funds]

as part of my income. [So] I went
from $312 a month in Food .Stain/.s

to nothing. I had to use a lot of the
loan money just to provide food for
my jamily.''
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gibility criteriaincluding a requirement that they work at least 20
hours per week or participate in a government-sponsored work-study
program. To qualify, they also cannot deduct from their income any
money spent on tuition, books, or other college expenses. Lastly, students who receive federal student aid may have to count this assistance
as "income" under the Food Stamp program. In some documented
cases, students have lost their eligibility for Food Stamps because they
received a federal student loanhardly a worthwhile tradeoff. These
factors can obviously serve as major impediments to access for students
seeking a postsecondary education.
In many instances, applicants also must file multiple forms and
undergo a completely separate process to determine eligibility for student aid and other federal human resource programs. Ironically, this
lack of cross-agency coordination and consistency is in many cases avoid-

able. For example, a 1989 stud\ found that 92 percent of' AFDC recipients who also received student aid were eligible for a maximum Pell
Grant.48 Given that level of conformity, the existence of separate systems
of eligibility needs to be examined.

The methods used to determine "need" and deliver student
aid can contribute to access problems for low- and middleincome students.
One of the perplexing aspects of the existing system is that needy
students must go through complex and confUsing procedures to prove
their eligibility for aid. In many cases, low- and middle-income students
must pay a lee to have their applications processed and delivered to
institutions. In essence, they must pay to prove that they are needy. This
policy is another barrier to access in a postsecondary i.ducation access.

Fortunately, the hues and cries to simplify need analysis and delivers'

helped bring about important gains during the 1992 reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act. These hopeful developments included a
newly-redesigned application form for federal student assistance, a
reduction of fees paid by applicants, the development of a single need
analysis formula, and the establishment of standardized fOrms for federally guaranteed student loan programs.
Despite these important steps toward simplification, complexity will

111111e,

"To benefit from these programs
requires considerable effort, from com-

pleting intimidating forms

to

researching possible scholarships.
These procedures could discourage
those not having the capacity to Julfill the requirements."

continue in many areas of student aid. For example, elementary and sec-

ondary students and their parents still have trouble obtaining accurate
information on the costs of college and their potential eligibility for student aid. They also have only limited access to national information
about college academic requirements, preparatory courses, and other
essential facts needed to plan accurately for college. None of this information is readily available from any central source, such as a software
program that could be distributed to schools and guidance counselors
and then to families.

DONAI D AND PHYLLIS MIL%
PARENTS OF A NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY STUIWNT
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The current system was designed primarily for traditional college-age students and continues to face difficulties
meeting the lifelong learning needs of adult, part-time,
and other "non-traditional" students.
A recent report from the American Council on Education says more
than two-thirds of all undergraduate students in American higher educa-

tion are "non-traditional"defined as students older than the age of 22,
financially independent, or attending college on a less than full-time
basis.49 U.S. Census Bureau data show that in 1990 almost 45 percent of
all college students were 25 years of age or older; only two decades earlier, that figure was less than 30 percent.5°

While the number and percentage of adult, financially independent
citizens attending college is a hopeful sign about the importance of lifelong learning, this trend has created problems for the financing system.
The main reason is that the framework of the student aid system and the
process for determining need was designed in the 1950s, based on the
model of' the financially dependent, 17- or 18-year-old entering college
full time in the fall following high school graduation. In today's college
financing environment, it is becoming increasingly apparent that the
needs of both traditional and non-traditional students must be considered with equal weight.
Contemporary college students face expenses Liat are largely out of
the purview of current student aid programs: regional disparities in the
cost of living, child care expenses, and other items. Asa result, student
aid programs can be insensitive to the real costs non-traditional stndents
face. For instance, the average national cost of day care for one child is
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"The need for life-long learning has

been clearly established, both by
demand and by our understanding of

the changing workforce and societal

nearly $300 a month. This equals about 24 percent of the average
monthly income for families with total annual income below $15,000 a
vear.51 This kind of expense is often a major hurdle for adult students

who are looking to improve their economic and social prospects
through higher education.

needs of the future."

PROBLEMS CONCERNING RESPONSIBILITY
DAVID A. LONGANECKER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,

COLORADO COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
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oncerns about the affordability of college have given rise

to the question: Who pays what share of the "burden" of
college financing? The responsibilities for financing postsecondary education have undergone a variety of changes
during the last four decades. These shifting roles have had an important
effect on how students and their families pay for college and the role
governments and others play in the financing process.
While the burdens of paying for college may have changed throughout the years, the main partners in this effort have not. Families and students, the federal government, state and local governments, and philan-

thropy (including the institutions) together have borne the primary
responsibility for financing higher education.52 These sources are likely

to continue to provide most of the support in the future.
Data on the shifting burdens of paying for college show the federal

government's share of the total financing burden has decreased dramatically since 1950, from 46 percent to 11 percent. As Table 2 shows, the
federal government clearly bears a lower portion of the financing bur-

den than it has in the past. The federal share fell to about 16 percent in
1960, fluctuated for several years, and then dropped to about 11 percent
for most of the past decade."
The federal share of the financing burden at public institutions has
mirrored the government's overall share of the financing burden, with a
steady decline since the 1960s, a brief increase in the I970s, and a continuing decline in the 1980s. The federal share of total revenues for private institutions has also declined, particularly since 1980.

During the past three decades, state and local governments have
borne a larger overall responsibility for financing postsecondary educa-

tion than the federal government. State and local shares have grown
from 14 percent in 1950 to almost 20 percent throughout the 1960s and
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peaked at 25 percent in 1975. Since then, the state and local share has
dropped slightly, to about 23 percent in 1990.54
Virtually all state and local aid has focused on public institutions. State

and local governments had a 31 percent share of the financing responsibilities for public institutions in 1990, compared to only about 5 percent
for private institutions. However, contributions from state and local governments to public institutions have declined modestly since peaking in
1975. while their support for private education has increased.55
T
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Ilistoricall, the U.S. system of higher education always has placed
the primary financial responsibility with the Tamil' -a policy virtually
unique in the world. Not surprisingly, the share of the Financial burden
borne by the family has changed inversely to the federal role: As the government's share has decreased, the family's burden has increased. In
1950, the family contributed about 31 percent of the costs of paying for
college. This share increased to 56 percent in 1965 but dropped in the
1970s to 39 percent as the government's share increased. Thereafter, the

family percentage again began to climbfrom 43 percent in the early
1980s to 49 percent at the decade's end. i1'

Within the family, the shares paid by student and parent also have
shifted dramatically. The parental burden remained high throughout

BEST COPY MLLE
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"In my various positions related to

student financial aid delivery, it
has been clear that the uncertainty
about responsibility to pay for post-

secondary education has directly

diminished access for needy students. The constantly shifting mes-

the 1960s and the early 1970s at almost three-fourths of the total family
share. By the mid-I970s parent and student responsibility began to even

out, approaching parity by 1980. Since that time, however, the parental

burden once again has increased, so that by 1990 parents shouldered
nearly two-thirds of the family's financial responsibility.

Philanthropy has not dramatically increased or decreased its overall

share of higher education support since 1950, though it is considerably

student responsibility leads stu-

lower than during the pre-World War II era. But philanthropic support
for public institutions has doubled s,uce 1950, reflecting the increased
diversification of revenue sources public institutions have soughtespe-

dents to believe that college is not a

cially in the last decade.57

sages as to federal, state, parent, or

certainly if they have limited
means."

The failure of the financing system to ensure equitably shared
responsibility among the major players in this process represents one of
the most significant shortcomings of existing policy. By failing to ensure

NATAL& K. RANT,
DIRECTOR OF SCHOLARSHIPS AND FINANCIAL. AID,

INDIANA UNIVERSITY-PURDUE UNIVERSITY
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responsibility, the system has not adequately protected the integrity of
the system and the investment of taxpayer resources. In turn, this practice has limited the system's capacity to convincingly meet the nation's
social, environmental, or economic needs.
The system's failure to promote shared responsibility for financing
postsecondary education is best reflected in these developments:

More students than ever before are defaulting on their
loans, risking the integrity of federal loan programs and
raising concerns about fraud and abuse.
In 1991, at least one million borrowers defaulted on more than $3
billion in federally guaranteed student loans.58 As Chart 4 demonstrates,
this figure represents the highest level of defaults ever recorded. The

chart also illustrates the unabated increase in defaults during the past
decade. Defaults currently account for approximately one half of the
total federal expenditures for the program.
The cumulative default rate, a ratio comparing the total amount of
loans ever defaulted to the total amount ever borrowed, has increased
from 12 percent in the late 1970s and early 1980s to more than 15 percent in the early 1990s.59 The alarming number of defaults during the
past five years accounts for much of this rate increase.

The reasons why students default on their loans are complex.
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Contrary to the myth of "deadbeats" unwilling to repay their loans, the
vast majority of defaulters are those who are unable to repay their loans.

The research also suggests that the strongest indicators of default
include dropping out of school and attending a non-collegiate institution. When they drop out of a postsecondary institution before earning
a degree or credential, students often realize only limited earnings gains
from their education. For example, individuals with a baccalaureate
degree earn 65 percent more a month than those who attend a postsecondary school but receive no credential. In fact, those who attend col-

lege but do not receive a credential earn only 15 percent more per
month than those with a high school diploma.6°

Research on the causes of student loan defaults also shows that students from low-income families defau' at disproportionately higher

rate than others. Therefore, as low-income students have increased
their borrowing, defaults have continued to escalate.

3
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Students who attend proprietary institutions (most of which are non-

degree granting) default at the highest rate among all who enroll in
postsecondary education. They also default at a rate disproportionate to

their share of borrowing. In a U.S. Department of Education study of
borrowers who entered repayment in 1986, 48 percent of those who
attended proprietary schools defaulted by the end of 1989. That year,
about 30 percent of all federal student loan dollars went to students
attending proprietary schools. By comparison, about 12 percent of students at four-year colleges and universities were in default, even though
they received about 65 percent of the loans awarded.6I

In a surprising twist, the research also indicates that a high loan bal-

ance or debt burden is actually inversely related to the likelihood of
default. In effect, students with the lowest debts default at the highest
rates. This trend occurs because these students dropped out of school
early in an undergraduate program or attended a short-term program
lasting less than one year.

Current government programs do not adequately address the
importance of service to the community and the responsibilities
of citizenship.

The issue of community service has emerged as a rallying point for

those seeking to make changes in the nation's education system. In
many cases, the discussion has focused on how to help recipients of gov-

ernment aid "give back" time and effort to fellow taxpayersand to the
nation. While these discussions are important in reinforcing the private
and public benefits of postsecondary education, they detract from the
unique benefit of community service: the personal and social value that
it instillst. Regrettably, much of the discussion about community service
has dwelled instead either on mandatory community servicesuch as

military conscriptionor what government aid recipients "owe"
America for receiving taxpayer support. This approach to community
service and mutual responsibility has tended to put a pejorative tinge on
discussions linking postsecondary financing to service efforts.

The thousands of success stories gained through local and statewide
programs of community service reinforce the view that the social and
economic benefits of encouraging service are enormous. Programs such
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CITY YEAR

One of the frequently cited models of
community service is the "City Year" pro-

gram in Boston. This program. which

as City Year in Boston, hailed as a model program for encouraging
voting people to perform community service for a single year in
exchange for scholarship assistance, are flourishing nationwide. These

was begun in 1988 by two Harvard Law
School students, features a diverse "vol-

programs have underscored the value that service offers both to society
and individuals.

unteer" population whose ages range

The most positive discussions linking community service to postsec-

from 17-22. Volunteers come from differ-

ent parts of the city and surrounding
suburbs and varied ethnic and social
backgrounds. Some of them are just out
of high school, while others have taken a
year off from school or are dropouts who

are looking to go back to school and
become involved in the community.

In exchange for a weekly stipend of
$100 and a $5,000 scholarship at the
end of their term, members of the "City
Year" program perform services that
range from helping out at homeless shel-

ters to working in nursing homes, from
fixing up playgrounds and parks to help-

ing teachersanswering any needs in

ondary education financing have concentrated on loan forgiveness. In
fact, programs that allow loan forgiveness do exist in limited instances
under current law. For example, the Federal Perkins Loan Program
defines several areas in which students can perform service in exchange
fOr loan forgiveness.

While these provisions give rise to the hope that community service
and student assistance programs are compatible, they also present some

problems. For example, the definition of eligible programs and areas of
service is so precise that few students can take advantage of these features.

In addition, community service options are promoted modestly, thereby

the community that had previously gone

providing few incentives for students to choose service as a viable alterna-

unanswered.

tive. These problems are some of the reasons why fewer than 2 percent of

One of the remarkable aspects about

"City Year" is that it is funded through
the cooperative effort of members of the
private sector. In what co-director Alan
Khazei calls an "entrepreneurial public
service venture," corporations, founda-

tions 'nd individuals in Boston have
joined together to provide funding as

Perkins borrowers have used the program's loan forgiveness options.

The financing system does not provide adequate assurance that
students who gain access to a postsecondary education receive a
quality educational product.

well as in-kind services such as office
space, legal advice, and tools

The program has fostered a sense of
citizenship not only among its volunteers

but among the private sector and the
community as well. The volunteers feel
that they are making a difference and
many of them do go on to higher educa-

tion. The community receives much
needed help and the direct involvement

of the private sector is. in Khazei's
words, "an opportunity to have a direct
impact on young people and the community at large."

"Access to what?" is a frequent refrain in the educational establishment as concerns grow about how to assure quality at the nation's postsecondary institutions. The question arises because access to failureor
a program that does not improve a student's quality of life or economic

well-beingcan be a cruel hoax on those who choose higher education
as a path to life success.

To this point, the higher education finance system has exerted only

a limited influence on the effectiveness of postsecondary institutions.
From the high levels of loan defaults to the failure of the system to influence the time it takes to earn a degree, the financing system has only
limited effects on student outcomes. These limitations reinforce the
views of those who question the "access only" approach to federal student assistance policy.
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This is not to say that the system has ii )t taken steps to address these
conce2rns. For example, the creation in 1990 of default rate "cutoffS" as a

condition of institutional eligibility for student aid programsand their
further refinement in the 1992 Higher Education Amendmentswas
motivated by a desire to eliminate institutions from financial aid programs if' they have a high percentage of defaulters among their former
students. Generally, the law cuts off institutions from tudent aid programs if their loan defaults rise above a certain percentage (35 percent
in 1992 and 30 percent in 1993).

In the 1992 amendments, Congress instituted important changes in
the system of institutional eligibilitythe so-called "triad" of federal government, state, and accrediting agency oversight. The most important of
these strengthened the role states play in the institutional eligibility
process. As entities with extensive experience in and proximity to issues
in education delivery, states are uniquely positioned to review and assess
institutional conformity with the law. This new system will hopefully
show dramatic improvements compared with the old system, where few
institutions lost their eligibility for federal student assistance monies.
However, even this greatly improved system will likely face significant

hurdles in the future. The federal government has y.,-t to provide funds
for the State Postsecondary Review Program, authorized in the 1992
amendments to help states conduct their review of institutions. Also, the

process of direct federal oversightwhich includes federal government

auditors and program review specialistshas faced a woeful lack of
staffing in recent years. The institutional eligibility and certification
process also lacks status within the Education Department, further contributing to this problem.

Employers and businesses need more incentives to participate in postsecondary education financing.
As one of the principal beneficiaries of training provided by postsec-

ondary educational institutions, American business has a major interest

in financing postsecondary education and training. The importance of
postsecondary job training to business and industry is clear. It is no coincidence that American corporations spend about S30 billion pet' Year on

training programs--or about 1 percent to 2 percent of average payroll

'Education is social infrastruc-

ture. It is infrastructure in the
same airly that roads, al ports,
waier awl Raver sy.stem.s. aa, how-

structure, If we do not preserve
education and our graduate and

expenses.62 In most of this training, workers gain the skills they need to

master their current job or learn new technologies.
Despite this S3() billion annual business investment, postsecondary

education institutions receive only about $5 billion of this amountor
less than 20 percent.63 This finding suggests a significant gap between
what American business thinks it needs and what it believes higher education institutions can do to train its workers.

l»-ofessional education base, the

American business does understand the value of postsecondary edu-

crisis will mate as surely as it does

cationthough government tax policy often does not. According to a
survey conducted by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, 69 percent of
companies provide some type of reimbursement to employees for
tuition and other educational expenses.64 Even so, every year higher
education and the business community must fight to preserve the tax

after a aiater main

M, CorroN, PRESIDENT,
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deductibility of employer-paid educational assistance under Section 127
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of the Tax Code.

The postsecondary financing system does not do enough to
highlight the importance of graduate and professional edu-

cation to the future of the nation in the competitive economic marketplace.
Despite the great emphasis in recent years on the need to increase
skills training at the undergraduate level, graduate and professional education has received far less attention from polio,makers. One important
reason may be that American graduate and pi ofessional education is
recognized as the unchallenged leader in the world; the number and
proportion of foreign students attending graduate and professional programs in the United States is a strong indicator of the esteem in which
these programs are held in other nations.
Unfortunately, a failure to focus on graduate education in the short

term could lead to a severe drop in our economic competitiveness
because graduate schools serve two critical functions. First, they teach

specialized, advanced skills that push the boundaries of innovation.
Gracluate and professional schools arc laboratories for new technology
and creative thought, which in turn leads to increased economic competitiveness. Second, these programs train the next generation of teachersa critical function amid a growing need for workers with higher-
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level skills. By losing our edge in these two areas, the nation's competitive capacity would suffer dramatically.

Unfortunately, financing policy for American graduate education
generally lacks focus. Unlike undergraduate programs managed primari-

ly by the U.S. Department of Education and state higher education
agencies, responsibilities for graduate programs are spread across sever-

al agencies. Furthermore, basic information about the use of graduate
education programs, the number of aid recipients and the effectiveness
of programs is not comprehensively collected or analyzed on an interagency basis.

The prominence of graduate education financing clearly has fallen
several rungs on the public policy ladder. For example, when the number of federally - supported graduate stipends rose sharply between the
mid-I 950s and 1970from 1,600 to about 80,000the number of PhDs
awarded also soared. hi recent years, however, researchers have seen the
opposite trend take hold. As federal stipends declined in the I 980s, the

number of total doctorate recipients dropped by about 10 percent.
Between 1972 and 1987, the percentage of PhDs received by U.S. citizens fell from 79 percent to GI percent in the physical sciences and from
67 percent to 41 percent in engincering.65 The emphasis on graduate
programs in the humanities and social sciences also is negligible.
One of the most troubling outcomes of the fitilure to focus on the
needs of graduate and professional students is the monumental levels
of debt many of these men and women have acquired. A 1991 study

found that the average indebtedness of medical students rose from
S14,622 in 1979 to S45,840 in 1990." These levels of debt could have a
staggering effect on the long-term choices made by graduate and professional students in choosing careers that improve the nation's overall
economic health.

These trends require that all partners in the higher education
finance system treat graduate and professional education concerns with
a high degree of importance and urgency. It would be i sad irony if, sev-

eral years from now, the nation celebrates the resurgence of undergraduate education and an increase in the skills of workers at the same time
it laments the lost prominence of graduate and professional education.
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IH.
RECOMMENDATIONS

he National Commission on Responsibilities for Financing

Postsecondary Education has concluded that one of the
most important ways to meet the challenges ahead is to pro-

mote collaboration and cooperation among all sectors of
society to effectively develop our human resources. We believe the following statement best summarizes our views about this national goal and

its importance for the future of postsecondary education:
All aspects of American society must play a vital role in providing postsecondary education opportunities to all individuals to the full extent of their interests and abilities.

We believe the nation must commit itself to this statement of
nationalnot just federalgoals in order to make college more affordable for today's families. To accomplish these objectives, the nation must

promote both accessibility for all interested and able individuals to the
diverse range of postsecondary education available, and responsibility to
deliver education services effectively with available taxpayer resources.

can devise. It is no longer enough

Cooperation among those who provide higher education financing
also is essential to the promotion of these goals. All the major players
from the federal and state governments to families, educational institutions, the private sector, and philanthropic organizationsmust play a
role in reaching these objectives. By working as partners, these diverse
groups can achieve much greater gains than having each sector work
independently.

to educate mostly the rich; or mostly

Among the many participants in the postsecondary financing

the children of those whose parents

process, however, none is more important than American families. The
United States is unique among nations in looking to families as the first
source of financial support in higher education. Despite very real concerns about the changing definition of "family," we believe it is imperative to continue to support families as a fundamentally important component in the financing process. All others in the financing system must
work to support the needs and efforts of families in financing postsec-

"Education has become such an
overwhelmingly important factor

in the success or failure of a life
that it must be made available in

the most egalitarian fashion we

attended college; or mostly those in

the middle-cl(!ss tradition. Post-

secondary education must reach
out to all, embracing every person

who has the talent and desire and
potential to be enriched by advanc-

ing their educational attainment."

FRED R. SlIFIIEEN, COMMISSIONER,
S01.711 CWOLINA COMMISSION ON HIGIIER EDUCATION
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ondary education.
Our views about the critical importance of the family in the educa-

tion finance system arc motivated by two central concerns. First, we
believe that continuing to require family contributions is a sound policy and an accurate reflection of who gains from postsecondary education. We reject claims that the benefits of postsecondary education are
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THE RECURRING PARTNERSHIP THEME

We are certainly not the first national
commission to approach the problems of
postsecondary education financing from

a partnership perspective. In 1973 the

Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education published Higher Education:
Who Pays? Who Benefits? Who Should
Pay?, an analysis of the ways in which
the financing burden for higher education

was shared by the major participants in
the system. In the foreword to the report,
Commission members described in very
concise terms the task they intended to
undertake. They said, "We seek in this
report to look at the problems of costs
and benefits more in their totality than
we have before, and to present a more
detailed analysis than we have before of
the sharing of the cost burden."
With those simple goals, the Carnegie
Commission was able to produce a com-

pelling and influential document. The
report's findings and recommendations
had a major impact on higher education
financing policy for much of the 1970s
and into the 1980s. Today, the work is
still referred to and studied as a seminal
document on financing higher education
in the United States.

We suspect that our efforts, like the
Carnegie Commission's before us, will
not be the la 3t to promote greater shared

responsibility for financing among the
various participants.

overwhelmingly public or private. Instead, we believe the major benefits of postsecondary education accrue equally to individuals, society,

the states, and the nation. and that distinguishing among the "winners" in this process is a futile and unproductive exercise. Therefore,
including families as the primary contributor in higher education
financing reinforces the mutual responsibility of each element of society in the 'Man( :ng system.
Second, we regard families as simply too important in America's
postsecondary education finance system. Unlike most other developed
countries, the United States has come to rely strongly on the contributions of families in the financing process. To abandon this policyand
family contributions of more than $60 billion annuallywould risk the
stability of our system. As a nation, we simply cannot afford the costs
associated with such a move.

But other players in the postsecondary finance system must step forward and assume key roles in helping families pay for college. We recom-

mend that the major participants in the system assume the following
responsibilities to help make college affordable again.

THE FEDERAL ROLE IN FINANCING
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
he partnership among governments, institutions, and individuals in the financing of postsecondary education is an

essential concept that must represent the foundation of
future financing policy. Such a partnership requires each
participant to contribute to the system's success. Given its historical role
in helping to guide national policy, the federal government is in the best

position to promote this partnership. It can do this by promoting a
greater sense of shared responsibility for financing postsecondary education among the system's various participants.

The most productive step the federal government can take in
strengthening the postsecondary education financing partnership is to
lead by example. We believe the federal government bears a rudimentary responsibility to lay the groundwork for a new national compact that
will improve the affordability of higher education for all Americans. By
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"The current national policy for
the federal funding of PO.SISPC-

ondary education needs a major
course correction that will permit
broad participation in higher edu-

leading the way in this new partnership, the federal government will
recapture the national leadership it once held in this area.
Traditionally, the federal government has worked to help low- and
middle-income Americans prepare for a productive and prosperous life
as an active participant in the nation's workforce. This always has been a

enable America and its citizens to

goal of federal policy and of the Pell Grant program in particular.
Despite the dramatic and, in some cases, difficult changes that have
occurred in higher education financing, we see no reason to abandon
this fundamental role of the federal government. The federal government is in a unique position to facilitate the coordination and imple-

flourish in the highly competitive

mentation of a national strategy to address the needs of low- and middle-

environment that lies ahead."

income students. Without the federal government's commitment to
increased access to postsecondary education, the nation will not attain

cation, take advantage of the
unique qualities of all .sectors of

American higher education, and

RITA BORNSTEIN, PRESIDENT,

ROLLINS COLLEGE
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its social and economic objectives.

By promoting greater access to postsecondary education, the federal

government will play a critical role in supporting the efforts of families
to pay for college. The leadership the federal government could exert in
this area would have enormous implications for our national interest,
including a higher quality of life, increased income and earnings poten-

tial, and the innumerable other individual and societal benefits that
come from further education.

Getting from there to herefrom the responsibilities and goals of
the federal government to the actual implementation of these ideals
with programs and policieswill require a concerted effort on the part
of national policvmakers. To assist in the process of policy implementa-

tion, we offer the following recommendations for making college
affordable again.

Make federal student aid a reliable and comprehensible source
of college assistance for all Americans by developing a new concept called the Student's Total Education Package (STEP), which
links to a national norm the total amount of federal aid any fulltime undergraduate college student may receive annually.
The current system of federal student assistance includes a combination of grants, loans, and work-study. We firmly support this "threelegged stool" and believe the combinatio
grants, loans, and work-

;16

study is an appropriate mix of direct government support and self-help
for students.

however, mans families and students do not see the federal student aid system as a reliable, dependable, comprehensible source of

assistance. Rather, students ma receive varying amounts Of aid
depending on the program, its particular rules, and the amount of aid
for which students are deemed "eligible.' through need-based formulas. The uncertainty of. this process makes the federal financial aid !WS-

tem confusing and inaccessible for man" students and families.
Under the simplified STEP system, all full-time undergraduate col-

lege students would be eligible for the same amount of federal aid,
regardless of family financial status. But the type of aid they receive
would vary dramatically, depending on their needs analysis and the
cost of attendance. In general, the poorest student would receive a federal aid package based primarily on grants, work-studs', and subsidized
loans. The student from the middle-income family would receive a federal aid package with a mix of loans, work-study, and grants, with more
aid coming from subsidized and unsubsidized loans (described below).

The student from the affluent family would be eligible only for an
unsubsidized loan.
The advantages of such an approach are man". Students who want

to attend collegeor those already enrolled but uncertain about their

financial futurewould know the exact amount of aid they could
receive from the federal government. This amount could be widely
publicized through any medium, including institutionai publications
and the general media. The known availability of federal assistancea
reliable source of assistance to attend collegewould be a major breakthrough for the nation in its effbrts to promote postsecondary educational opportunity for all persons. It also would benefit both traditional and non-traditional students equally, since the STEP amount would
not vary by student dependency status.

Chart 5 demonstrates the actual operation of this system. The
Chart shows that students would he eligible to receive the three main
types of aid noted above: grants, loans, and work-studv. Access to
grants, subsidized loans, and work -stud" would be subject to the normal need analysis process for determining eligibility. Unsubsidized
loans would he available to all students.
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'TO calculate the STEP amount, the government would use a weight-

ed national average per-student expenditurethe amount actually spent
to instruct and educate each studentat all four-year institutions.67
In current dollars this amount would be approximately SI4,000, as
illustrated bv the Chart. Based on this data, the federal government also
would set the STEP at S14,000the amount of aid for which every student is eligible during that year. For students attending college less than
full time, the STEP amount would be pro-rated.

The Chart also assumes an annual maximum federal grant of 54,000,

and a combined maximum work-study and federally subsidized loan
award of 510,000 (the difference between the STEP amount and the
maximum Pell Grant award). As the family contribution increases
(based on the law's current need analysis), student eligibility for Pell
Grants, subsidized loans and work-study decreases. Al. some point, the
family contribution reaches a point high enough that the student no
longer is eligible for any subsidized aid. such as a grant, subsidized tom',

or work-study. However, even for these families. unsubsidized federal
loans would be aim option to help ease the burden of paying for college.
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Here is a typical example for students enrolled at a college where the

"I think that my family is caught

in the same trap as many of my

total cost of attendance (tuition, fees, room, and board, or the "sticker
price ") is $7,000. A very poor student with no required family contribu-

peers. They make too much money

tion would receive a federal grant of $4,000 and he eligible for $3,000 in

to be considered for most federal

work-study or subsidized loans. A middle-income student (with some fam-

and state grants, but not enough to

ily contribution required) would receive a smaller grant but also could he

really afford to send one student to

eligible for work-study and subsidized ioans. An upper-middle-income
student (whose family contribution is much higher) would receive no

college, much less the two or three
that many do in fact provide for"

THOMAS A. GUIDA, STUDENT,
BOSTON COLLEGE

1 ENIIMONVIH.FORI. 11 E
CONINIISSION. M \!tC11 !X. 1991

grant but could receive some assistance through subsidized and unsubsidized loans and/or work-study. An affluent student (with no need under
existing need analysis calculations) could not receive a grant, subsidized
loan, or work-study funding but could take out an unsubsidized loan.

If the sticker price is higher than the STEP amountsay S18,000
the poor student could receive the maximum grant (S4,000), and the
maximum amount of subsidized loans and work-study (SI 0,000).
Together, these three sources would provide total aid of 514,000. The
difference would have to come from other sources, such as state or institutional aid or an unsubsidized loan.
Regardless of family income, however. STEP assures that all students
could receive up to $14,000 in federal aid, with the need analysis system

determining the exact proportion of aid. Of' course, in no case could
students receive more than the cost of attendance.
It is important to emphasize that the STEP concept reflects the federal commitment to student assistance. In many cases states and institutions will offer their own financial aid resources to students independent
of the federal contribution.
Further, we want to underscore the fact that STEP would apply only
to undergraduate college students. It would not affect loan amounts for

graduate students or the parents of undergraduate students (these are
described below).

For non-collegiate postsecondary students (those attending nondegree granting institutions), we recommend that the standards established in the 1992 Higher Education Act reauthorization continue to
that students would continue to have broad access to
apply. This me
non-collegiate programs of studywhich we believe are an important
component of American postsecondary educationby remaining fully
eligible for the Pell Grant program. However, students attending these
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institutions would not be eligible for the increased access to subsidized
loans as envisioned under the STEP concept. We believe that the loan
limits fbr subsidized (Stafford) student loans that were created in the

1992 reauthorization are well-suited to meet the needs of students
attending non-degree granting institutions and should be retained.

Remove uncertainty from the Pell Grant program by
ensuring that all eligible students receive grants at levels
authorized by federal law and by tying future maximum
grant levels to what students pay for college.
Congress and the President have acknowledged the critical need to
increase student grants for low- and middle-income students in order to
meet national education goals. This commitment was reaffirmed just last
year, when an overwhelming majority of lawmakers voted to reauthorize

the Higher Education Act of 1963. As part of that law, Congress
approved a maximum Pell Grant. amount of $3,700 in 1993-94, up from
$3,100 in 1992-93.

However, the maximum federal Pell Grant next year will actually
only he $2,300, far below what Congress has deemed necessary for meet-

ing America's needs. This difference is the result of a gap between what

the law allows and the grant funds that are actually appropriated in the
federal budget." The uncertainty created by this gap between actual
and authorized grant levels is enormous. In many cases, it limits access
to postsecondary education for low- and middle-income students.
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We recommend that Congress and the President take steps to ensure
that students receive the amount of grants already authorized in the law.

For the 1993-94 academic year, this means eligible students should
receive a grant of up to $3,700. The federal government should view this

grant level as an unbreakable promise that promotes greater opportunities for postsecondary education in our nation.
We strongly believe such a national commitment will result in many
positive effects. It will greatly expand access to higher education, resulting in numerous economic and social benefits. In addition, grants finally
will become available to students with the same degree of certainty that
they view loans, tax deductions, and other federal policies. This commitment also would increase transfer rates between two- and four-year insti-

tutionsone of the most important concerns of the higher education
communitybecause of the reliability built into the student aid system
through this renewed support for grants. And we believe it would go a
long way toward addressing the needs of adult and non-traditional stu-

dents whobecause they cannot count on parental contributionsrely
heavily on Pell Grants as a major source of support.

Equally as important, we support setting future maximum Pell Grant

award levels at an amount equal to 75 percent of the national median
cost of attendance at public four-year colleges.

Under the current program, the maximum Pell Grant level is set at a

pre-determined amountfor example, $3,700 in 1993-94, an arbitrary
figure that bears no relationship to the actual costs paid by students and
families. Further, there is no particular "magic" in the annual increases
in maximum grant levels contained in current lawthey were simply
increased in a linear fashion by the Congress based on prior law.

By linking the maximum grant to the national median cost of attend-

ing public four-year colleges, students would receive a reliable amount
of assistance directly related to the actual costs they pay to attend college. We cite costs at four-year public colleges because they are the principal point of access to a bachelor's degree in this country.

This 75 percent figure is based on the history of the federal committo access. The high point of federal support is generally seen as
m

the 1979-80 academic year, when the maximum Pell Grant award
equaled 82 percent of the national average cost of attendance at a public
four-year college. By comparison, in 1991-92 the figure was only 44 per-
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cent. Thus the 75 percent level merely restores some of the previous federal commitment to access, which has steadily eroded since 1980.

To illustrate how this formula works, in 1991 the national median
cost was $5,400 to attend a public four-year institution.° If this formula
were applicable that year, the maximum grant would have been $4,000
(rounded to the nearest $100). To protect the program against a drastic
short-term increase in costs, we further recommend that this figure be
calculated on a three-year rolling basis.

These short-term steps designed to remove uncertainty from the
grant process should he accompanied by other actions to strengthen
grants and improve the prospects of college attendance for all interested
and able students. We believe government should:
WI

Consolidate the current Pell Grant. program with the Federal
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG) Program.

Bolstering the Pell Grant program in the manner described in this
report would essentially make the SEOG program redundant. While
SEOG has played an important historical role in the federal student aid
system, the existence of a separate program requiring an additional
appropriation appears unwise. The savings achieved by eliminating this
program could ofThet some of the increased costs of our recommendations and would simplify the federal system by providing only one direct
federal grant program.
IA Convert the Federal Perkins Loan Program to a grant program
by depositing all loan collections into an institutional endowment
fund that could be invested and used to provide grants for lowand middle-income students.
The array of new programs and policies envisioned in this report will
reduce the need for the government's Perkins Loan program. Phasing
out Perkins Loans will greatly simplifY the system and promote greater
efficiency in the delivery of federal aid.

In recent years, institutions have accumulated a substantial
amount of Perkins funds, and we see many beneficial uses for this
money. To take advantage of the estimated $6 billion in outstanding
Perkins loans, the Commission suggests that all future repayments by
students go directly into an institutional endowment fund. Colleges
and universities then could use these funds to make supplemental
grants to students.
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Under such a program, institutions would give top priority to low- and

middle-income students. As funds are depleted over time, schools could
further restrict funds only to the neediest youth, rather than "watering
down" the initiative with smaller grants to a broader category of students.

Simplify the complex student loan system by offering a
single program that makes direct loans to students and
parents and provides "user friendly" repayment options.
The current Federal Family Education Loan program contains five
different components: the Federal Stafford Student Loan program, the

Supplemental Loans for Students program, the Parent Loans for
Undergraduate Students program, an unsubsidized loan program, and a

consolidation loan program. The Federal Perkins Loan program, and
the Federal Direct Loan Demonstration program, also are part of the
Title IV loan structure under the Higher Education Act.
We believe there needs to be a radically simplified federal student
loan program, one that contains just three components. These arc:
a subsidized student loan program;

it an unsubsidized student loan program;
N an unsubsidized parent loan program.

These three components of a single federal student loan program
would share many common features. First, repayment of' loans would he

allowed under two main options: income-contingent repayment and
conventional repayment. This flexibility is designed to ease the burden
of repayment for students and their families and offer them the best possibility for successful repayment of' their loan obligations. These options
also could dramatically reduce student loan defaults.
Income-contingent repayment would he an attractive option fbr many bor-

rowers. Students could repay their loans based on a percentage of their
adjusted gross income, thereby making default considerably less likely.
The repayment percentage would be tied to a percentage of the borrower's income. Unpaid principal would he forgiven after a 25-year-period to
prevent lifelong servitude to student loan repayment. Cross-subsidization
(high income borrowers subsidizing low income borrowers) would not be

allowed because no borrower would pay more than the loan principal
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plus interest. There would be no penalty for prepayment.
INCOME-CONTINGENT REPAYMENT:
AN ILLUSTRATION

How an income-contingent student
loan would be repaid is dependent on a
variety of factors: the interest rate of the

loan, the salary of the borrower, the
increase in salary over time, the percentage of earnings that would be applied to
repayment of the loan, the amount borrowed, and others. Each has to be taken
into account in determining the precise
repayment pattern.
The charts shown here illustrate one
possible way this would work for different kinds of borrowers. It is important to
note that these charts merely illustrate
some of the possible repayment scenar-

Students who choose this option would repay their loans through
the Internal Revenue Service, which would act as a loan servicing/collection agency by remitting funds collected to the Treasury. This would
enormously simplify the repayment process for borrowers by allowing
them to remit their payments through normal income tax withholding.
The Secretary of Education, in conjunction with the Commissioner
of the IRS, should conduct a study of the percentage of income that bor-

rowers should be required to repay.'() This studs' would help determine
the percentage most likely to ensure repayment of loans within 15 years.
The Secretary also should provide examples of projected repayment
terms and amounts to each borrower contemplating this option.

Typical Income Contingent Loan Repayments

ios. Some borrowers will likely pay off
their loans more quickly because of higher earnings growth or lower loan balance

on graduation. Othersparticularly
those who enter very low-paying fields or
who experience only modest increases
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Conventional repayment also would remain as an option fbr students.

Under this option students could choose from a menu of repayment
terms, including normal 10-year amortized repayment (with no penalty
fbr prepayment), extended repayment (where students and parents could

choose to repay loans over a longer time up to 20 years), and graduated
repayment (where students and parents could pay back their loans in larger increments). Conventional repayers also could choose to convert to an
income-contingent program at any time during the repayment cycler(
We also recommend that the system automatically move borrowers
From a conventional to income-contingent loan if they fall behind on
their payments. This would offer students a "second chance" to fulfill
their obligation and, hopefully, avoid defaults.
The second shared feature of this new system is that each component program would receive capital through Treasury borrowing from
the sale of government securities to investors. Moving away from the

current system of private sector capitalizationwith heavy government
subsidies for banks and guarantee agencieswould generate savings of
at least SI billion pet' year, according to the General Accounting Office
and other official sources (see Appendix). Such a "direct loan" pro-

gram would serve as a replacementnot an additionalentitlement
program under the federal budget.

Third, institutions would serve as loan originators and as agents for
the federal government. Colleges and universities would originate loans
in a manner similar to the mechanisms used in the current Perkins Loan
and Direct Loan Demonstration programs.
Fourth, eaci, loan would he serviced and collected either by the IRS

(14 income-contingent loans) or private agencies through contractual
arrangements with the federal government. These agencies would provide normal loan servicing functions and develop default prevention
programs as well as plans for the collection of defaulted loans. The federal government, through the Secretary of Education, also would be
required to establish an i maintain a data system of all student loans,
thus ensuring a central sow-cc of information on all borrowers.
R
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8. School confirms student's
continued student sta'us.

loans.)

4. School provides
loan counselling.
student signs the
promissory note.
1. Student provides school with need
analysis (usually through a processor).
2. School determines need and eligibility for
loan, provides student with award notice
3. School prepares promissory note.

9. Servicer bills the student and
provides support services.
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- Capital & pnncipal

The differences between the three basic loan programs are based
largely on the level of subsidies for students or parents and the maximum amounts they are eligible to borrow. These are described below.

Ili

Subsidized Student Loan Program

The central feature of this program is that interest would not accrue
while the student is in school. Interest rates on loans made in this program would be equal to Treasury hills plus a fixed amount of iii government's n(n-default costs of the program. This fixed amount should
he no more than 2 percent.

Annual loan limits for collegiate students borrowing through the
subsidized loan program would equal the difference between the STEP
amount and the combination of' the Pell Grant and work-study award.''
Both graduate and undergraduate students could receive funds under
this program. Both also would be eligible for loan fc)rgiveness through
community service in a new program outlined later in this chapter.
trusubsidized ,Yudent Loan Progmm

The unsubsidized student loan program would allow interest accrual

throughout the life of the loan, with interest calculated in the same way
as subsidized loans. Students could choose to begin repayment of the
unsubsidized loan within 90 days of origination or defer repayment but
continue to accrue it ',crest while ill school.
The maximum annual amount that undergraduate college students

could borrow through this program would be equal to the STEP
amount. The cumulative limit for undergraduate borrowing under both
the subsidized and unsubsidized loan programs should ('(hull the average STEP amount times the maximum number of years of eligibility for
borrowing (five years
existing law).73
Similar to the subsidized program, borrowers in the unsubsidized loan
program also could seek loan fOrgiveness through community service.
trusubsidized Parent Loan Program

This program would have the same borrowing and interest terms as
the unsubsidized student loan program. Repayment would begin within
90 (LIN'S of origination. However, parents would not be eligible for
income-contingent repayment.

Under the program, parents could borrow funds up to the total
cost of attendance, minus any other financial aid received. Program
administrators also would set a maximum level for cumulative parent
borrowing that takes into account a reasonable debt-to-income ratio
for the average familv.74
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Create a Community Service Incentive Program to promote
TEACH FOR AMERICA

Of the thousands of community ser-

vice programs nationwide, one that
has received considerable attt;ntion is
Teach For America (TFA), a New Yorkbased organization founded by Wendy

Kopp soon after she received her
bachelor's degree from Princeton
University. Through its efforts, funded

by corporate and foundation donations, TFA is building a national corps

of dedicated teachers and sending
them to teach in our nation's most
troubled urban and rural schools.

The program focuses on recruiting
graduating college seniors, but anyone

with a bachelor's degree is eligible to
apply, and a degree in education is not
required. Those who are selected (after

student service in ey,hange for loan forgiveness, thereby
fostering the dual goals of scholarship and citizenship.
One of the federal government's most important roles is to promote
a greater sense of community values and partnership among individuals,

states, communities, and the private sector. Many of these service programs already are flourishing at the local and state level. Recently the
federal government took an historic step to foster their growth through
creation of the Commission on National and Community Service, which
offers small grants to organizations, institutions, and states to support
such activities. We applaud the foresight of federal policymakers in
understanding the need for such an entity, and we also see an opportunity to expand these efforts.

an intense application and screening

From its unique position in society, the postsecondary finance system

process) sign on for a two-year commitment that is designed to benefit the children, the communities and the teachers.
Throughout the program, teachers are

should strongly support community service and the responsibilities of
citizenship. Promoting these values helps underscore the partnership
that exists within the financing system and strengthens our national
commitment to the democratic principle of service. National economic
and social needs would also be addressed through a stronger emphasis

constantly given instruction and guidance on teaching techniques and theories. Regional conferences, workshops,
and course work at local universities are

just some of the support mechanisms

on community-oriented values.

available to participants in TFA.
TFA teachers receive salaries compa-

As envisioned here, all student borrowers would he eligible to partic-

rable to other teachers in the area.

ipate in this new effort, called the Community Service Incentive

However, as many reports and studies
have pointed out, the starting salaries of
many teachers in this country have been

a major disincentive for encouraging
capable young people into teaching as a
career. Programs like TFA would greatly

benefit from proposals such as the
Commission's loan forgiveness plan,
since the attractiveness of significantly
reducing their student loan debts could
greatly increase interest in TFA-type programs for recent college graduates.

Program. Eligibility would include both graduate and undergraduate
students, as well as borrowers with both subsidized and unsubsidized
loans. Under this program, students who perform community service in
approved local areas or programs would not he required to make loan
payments during their period of service. Interest also would not accrue
during this time.

To provide another incentive for students, we recommend forgiveness of 20 percent of loan principal for every vear of participation 111 the

program. Students could participate for three years, with the potential to

reduce total loan principal b up to 60 percent. In limited instances, the
program also could offer complete loan forgiveness for those performing
five years of service in a number of designated "critical need" areas.

The number of slots in which students can perform service in
exchange for loan forriveness should he fixed in the law. This will help
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"I continue to be a proponent of a

loan program with a variety of
payback mechanisms that fosters a
sense of civic obligation in the bor-

to limit the costs of the program, particularly in the first few years of
operation, and will allow program administrators time to develop the
necessary procedures for implementing a large-scale national program.
As demand for loan forgiveness is measured over several years, the number of slots could be adjusted upward or downward.

rowers by encouraging public ser-

We further recommend that the Commission on National and

vice or in professions where quali-

Community Service study the array of loan deferment and forgiveness
provisions in existing law. Through such study, the Commission could
examine the use of community service in existing programs and develop
recommendations for their broader implementation. As experts in this
subject matter, the Commission also could develop criteria for eligible
programs participating in the Community Service Incentive Program. As
the nation's first national coordinating body and "infrastructure" on
community service efforts, the Commission on National and Community
Service is ideally positioned to conduct such a study.
The federal government will find a program like the Community
Service Incentive Program easier to implement under the federally-capitalized, direct loan system envisioned in this report. By phasing out the
current system, the government would no longer need to provide payments to lenders during the student's community service involvement.

fied practioners are in short supply. This will not work for all stu-

dents, and should not be the only
way for students to borrow money.

But it is an alternative that
should be available more for students who rya! it."

RicHARD F. ROSSER, PRESIDI.NT,
NATION AI ASSOCIATION of
INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITID,

I 1 - siI
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This program also will work well in a system where income-contingent

repayment is an option for borrowers. Under an income-contingent repay-

ment system, borrowers choosing lower paving, public service-type jobs

would not he unduly burdened by fixed student loan payments, since
these payments would be based on income and not on the amount borrowed. We believe this will he a powerfUl incentive for borrowers to choose

careers in teaching, law enfbrcement, or any of numerous other areas

where the need for skilled college graduates is essential. Thus the
Community Service Incentive Program would complement the public service incentives provided through an income-contingent repayment option.

Create new tax-related incentives to encourage college savings and increase postsecondary education opportunities,
such as allowing penalty-free withdrawals from Individual

Retirement Accounts to pay for college expenses and
removing the income eligibility ceiling on the use of Series
EE U.S. Savings Bonds for education.
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"America needs to become a nation

of citizens who save for the future.

Therefore, any plan such as IRAs

should be instituted and/or
expanded to encourage families to
save for college expenses."

OSW,LD P. BRONSON, SR., PRESIDE- \T,

BEMUNE-COOKMAN COLLEGE

I 1..SIIIMONN" BEFORE 11B.

I I /NIMISSION. NOVI-AIM-t 13. 1991

We believe the Tax Code provides a fundamentally important means
to encourage greater family support for students and to ease the burden

of students paying for college. While the Tax Code does contain some
incentives to finance higher education, the signals it sends to families
and students are often confusing. For example, a key provision exempting employer-paid educational assistance (up to $5,250 in tuition and
other expenses in 1993) has never been made a permanent part of the
Tax Code. The need to extend this provision annually makes it nearly
impossible to promote widespread use.
In a similar way, the Tax Code also must provide clear, unambiguous
signals about the importance of family investments in postsecondary
education. We recommend several tax-related vehicles as key components of this national strategy.
First, the Commission calls for allowing penalty-free withdrawals
from IRAs to pay for higher education expenses, a plan similar to one
proposed by Senators Lloyd Bentsen (D-TX) and William Roth (R-DE)

in 1992. Under that proposal, qualified higher education expenses
tuition, fees, hooks, supplies, and equipmentcould be paid for via
early withdrawal from an IRA. Such funds could pay for the college edu-

cation of the taxpayer, his or her spouse, the taxpayer's child, or the taxpayer's grandchild.
This recommendation assumes, but is not contingent upon, restora-

tion of the deductibility of IRA contributions for all taxpayers, a provision that was eliminated in the 1986 Tax Reform Act. The restoration of
this provision would greatly expand the contributions to IRAs and therefore make the provision allowing penalty-free withdrawals for college
expenses available to a much broader base of eligible families.
Second, we support the existing law offering tax benefits to families

who purchase Series EE U.S. Savings Bonds for college expenses, but
this provision could use some refinement. The government should simplify the process of actually obtaining a Savings Bond by reducing paperwork and promoting greater consumer accessibility. The federal government should do a much better job of promoting the use of Series EE
Bonds for college through media campaigns, financial aid workshops,
and other public information efforts.
In addition, the Commission favors the removal of income eligibility
ceilings tinder this provision. Savings Bonds are a practical, convenient
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vehicle to save for college, and government should encourage their use
at all income levels.
Third, Congress and the White House should restore the deductibili-

ty of interest on student and parent loans that was eliminated in the
1986 Tax Reform Act. If the Tax Code supports deductions for home
ownership and business expenses (largely consumption expenditures), it

surely must support the investment in education made by students and

parents. Borrowing money to pay for collegewhen necessaryis in
our long-term national interest and should be acknowledged in the Tax
Code. Restoring this deduction would be especially beneficial to adult,
non-traditional students who frequently must borrow to finance their
lifelong learning efforts.
Fourth, we call for an end to the taxation of scholarships and fellowships at the post-secondary level. As a result of the 1986 Tax Reform Act,
the amount of scholarship and fellowship dollars used to pay for room,
board and other living expenses became part of an individual's gross
income for tax purposes. Though tuition and equipment are exempt,
this government policy poses many problems, particularly for graduate
students, who typically receive such stipends for teaching or research
assistantships. Full restoration of the tax exemption for scholarship and
fellowship grants is an important step that will improve the educational
prospects of both undergraduate and graduate students with limited
financial resources.
Fifth, we support making permanent Section 127 of the Tax Code,
which allows for the deduction of employer-paid educational assistance.
This provision represents an important linkage between the postsecondary financing system and the needs of the nation's employers and
businesses. To promote its use, employers also should promote this provision as a part of employee benefits packages.
Sixth, the Commission encourages the federal government to develop a national campaign to promote savings across the hoard. This campaign, which would include public service announcements in the media
and statements by policvmakers, should emphasize the personal and
societal benefits of increased saving. In addition to the incentives for savings recommended here, we also believe that this national campaign
should emphasize private sector savings instruments (which often have
higher rates of return) and passive savings programs through employers.
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Program

fina//y, we believe that Congress and the President should reduce
the confusion now common in tax law which discourages charitable giving by those seeking to "give back" to higher educationand society
some of what was gained through the college experience. This would
include repealing the current alternative minimum tax treatment of
gifts of appreciated property, since current law discourages people from
making gifts to charitable organizations such as higher education institu-

Jacob K. Javits Fellowship Program

tions.

TITLE IX

Title IX contains several important programs, including:

Grants to Institutions and Consortia to

Encourage Women and Minority
Participation in Graduate Education

Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowship

Graduate Assistance in Areas of
National Need

Faculty Development Fellowship
Program

Assistance for Training in the Legal

Focus greater resources on graduate and professional study
by repealing the taxation of scholarships and fellowships, offering graduate students greater flexibility under federal student

Profession

loan programs, and funding programs under Title IX of the

Law School Clinical Experience

Higher Education Act.

Programs

We are concerned that graduate and professional study has increasingly become an afterthought in the minds of policvmakers. In large
part, this inaction stems from the real budgetary constraints placed on

programs designed primarily for undergraduate students. The
Commission recognizes the immediate needs of students at the under-

graduate levelparticularly the need for greater subsidiesbut does
not support policies that allocate those subsidies at the expense of graduate students. It is clear that an equal degree of urgency exists regarding
graduate financing needs, though addressing these problems requires
methods tailored specifically to graduate students and programs.
In general, graduate students should participate as full partners in
the subsidized and unsubsidized loan programs offered by the federal
government. But because of the higher costs faced by those at the graduate and professional levels, higher limits on both subsidized and unsubsidized loans are necessary for these students. One option we Etyor is allowing graduate and professional students to borrow the equivalent of exist-

ing loan maximums under the subsidized loan program and up to 100
percent of their total educational costs through tmsubsidized loans.75 By
retaining current subsidized loan maximums, graduate students then
could meet anv additional borrowing needs through the unsubsidized
loan program. We also support lull inclusion of graduate and professional students in the Community Service Incentive Program and in all loan
repayment options, including income-contingent repayment.
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THE 'TRIAD' SYSTEM OF
INSTITUTIONAL ELIGIBILITY

In order to become eligible to receive
federal student aid dollars. educational

institutions must undergo three tests
defined in federal law. First, they must
be licensed by the state in which they
operate. Second, they must be accredited by an agency that is approved by
the Secretary of Education. And third,
they must prove that they are eligible as
an institution (as defined in the law) and
certified as being administratively capa-

ble and financially responsible. This
process of state licensing, accreditation, and federal eligibility and certifica-

tion is frequently called the "triad" of
institutional eligibility.

As noted earlier, the Commission also recommends an end to the
taxation of scholarships and fellowships. We believe that the policy of
taxing scholarships and fellowships undermines the stated purpose of
scholarships and fellowshipsto promote investment to meet future
economic and social needs. This policy is especially punitive for graduate students. who rely heavily on these scholarships and fellowships to
reduce the high cost of post-baccalaureate study.

Further, we recommend full funding of graduate programs under
Title IX of the Higher Education Act at the congressionally-authorized
levels. These programs. which encourage greater opportunity for graduate study for all interested and able Americans. are an important link in
efforts to increase the nation's proficiency in science, engineering, the
social sciences. and arts and humanities.

Eliminate fraud and abuse by strengthening accountability

measures, repairing structural problems in student aid
programs and providing the necessary resources to implement existing accountability policies.
The oversight system for federal aid programs. which relies on a
"triad- of review. of postsecondary institutions, has been the subject of
considerable criticism in recent wears. In part. this criticism was sparked

by reports that students enroll in postsecondary educational programs
offering little or no prospect for advancementeither educationally or
economically. In some documented cases, students have enrolled in programs and taken out federally guaranteed student loans only to discover
that no program existed at all.
We believe that fraud and abuse could severely damage both the
integrity of pi ograms and the lives of students harmed by illicit and
immoral actions of some institutions. Left unchecked, these abuses only
will weaken the postsecondary education financing system and lower our

ability to compete in a global economy. For this reason, the Commission
has emphasized accountability as a high priority.

Congress also has emphasized accountability and took sexeral
important steps in the 199'2 Ilighcr Education Act reauthorization to
itdclress these concerns. This \\ as made possible b\ implementing
changes, to all three parts of the ti iad process, including refinement of
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LINKING LOAN DEFAULTS AND
POTENTIAL FRAUD

The question of the extent of fraud
and abuse in federal student aid programs has been frequently explored in
recent years. Critics have pointed to the

ever-increasing levels of student loan
defaultswhich now top $3 billion per
yearas evidence of fraud and abuse

on the part of some institutions.
However, defenders of the program
point out that most students default
because they do not have the resources
to repay their loans.
Congress has taken important steps

to limit the student loan default problem. In 1990, default rate "cutoffs" were

implemented as a condition of institutional eligibility for student aid programs

(and were refined in the 1992 Higher

Education Amendments). The law
requires institutions to be eliminated
from the programs if their default levels
are above a certain percentage.
However, the question still remains:
are defaults a good ind.cator of potentially fraudulent activities? One piece of
evidence comes from the state of New
Jersey. In 1988 the state identified 26

institutions as having the highest
default rates in the state. In subsequent
audits of those schools, the state sub-

jected 22 to administrative sanctions,
including, in some cases, suspension or
termination. Common problems uncov-

ered included missing documentation
from student files, late or never paid
tuition refunds, high rates of withdrawal
during the first quarter of the program
of study, and failure to notify lenders of
student withdrawal.

the process for approving accrediting agencies and creating a State
Postsecondary Review Program to assist states in the state licensing
process. It is imperative that these 11CW provisions be implemented and
permitted time to work.
The Commission believes many of our earlier recommendations will

help limit cases of fraud and abuse. For example, in our proposed student loan program, the consolidation and streamlining of existing programs will help limit fraud by institutions that use the current system's
complexity for illicit means.

In addition, we propose measures that can help address the problems

of fraud and abuse head-on. We recommend full funding of the State
Postsecondary Review Program, created during the 1992 reauthorization
to help states in the licensing and oversight of postsecondary institutions.

As partners of the federal government in the design and delivery of student aid, states bear a responsibility to assist in the oversight process.
Because of their historical role as the primary providers of education in
America, states also are well equipped to handle this function.
Further, we believe the Department of Education must devote more
attention to the process that deems higher education institutions eligible for participation in financial aid programs. One way to assure this is

to create a line item in the Department of Education's annual budget
specifically for reviews, audits, and investigations. By annually appropri-

ating funds specifically for these functions, the Congress can assure that

the important measures that it has passed to limit fraud and abuse are
fully implemented by the Department.

Create and distribute computer software that estimates the
components of a student's financial aid package, and establish a new interagency council to coordinate student aid
with other federal benefits, thereby improving the flow of
information about federal aid to students and families.
The recent steps taken by Congress in the 1992 reauthorization of
the f ligher Education Act to simplify and improve student aid need
analvsi,. and delivery provide a strong base for the future. We support
many of the efforts taken by the Congress, including the elimination of
home and farm assets horn need analysis calculations, the development
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emnrza---emam
WrIY DO WE NEED A COUNCIL ON THE
COORDINATION OF FEDERAL ''OMAN RESOURCE

PROGRAM GEkLiITS?

One of the recurring complaints about

federal human resource programs in
recent yearsfrom student aid programs
to Food Stamps, AFDC, vocational reha-

bilitation, and numerous othersis that
the eligibility processes and delivery
mechanisms for these programs vary
widely. There is little coordination among
these programs, and in some cases even

within a single program. The result is a
complicated, inefficient system that hinders access to postsecondary education. As a 1988 study entitled Women,
Welfare, and Higher Education observed,

"Two AFDC recipients attending the
same college, with the same income, the
same number of children, the same edu-

cational costs, the same student aid
funding, and even the same caseworker"

can end up being treated differently
under the eligibility system now in place.
The Commission has learned of several cases of the system's failure to coordi-

nate student aid and other federal
human resource program benefits. One

example is Elizabeth Acevedo, a 39year -old single mother of two children
who recently obtained an associate's
degree from Miami-Dade Community
College. In testimony before the
Commission, she explained, "[My welfare

caseworker] knew I was a student and

knew I was on financial aid and was
applying for loans. So when I took all of

that information to him he said that,
because of the loanwhich was about
$1,300 a semesterthey would need to
cut down on what they were giving me.
So I went from [approximately] $175 a
month to $18 a month in Food Stamps."

of a single needs analysis for all student aid programs, and the expansion of a simplified needs test for low- and middle-income families.

In looking beyond the current law, we see the need For even greater

refinementincluding at least two additional steps to increase postsecondary education opportunities. One step is the greater use of computer software to help parents and students plan for college expenses. One
example of such software is a program called "The Estimator," which is
being developed by the U.S. Department of Education. This software
allows junior and senior high school students and their parents to sit
clown at a computer terminal, input a modest amount of information
about family and personal finances, and obtain an immediate estimate
of the expected family contribution and the approximate levels of aid
available from various sources. In our view, students and their families
should have easy access to these programs, most likely through wide dis-

tribution to school guidance counselors.

This software also should become part of a larger database with
information for students and parents about the costs of college, the academic requirements of various institutions, and the availability of assistance. Educators could incorporate this program into the computerized
database and information line established under Section 409A of the
1992 Higher Education Amendments.

To help federal programs run more smoothly, we also recommend
establishing a Council on the Coordination of Federal Human Resource
Program Benefits to promote communication among various agencies.
This council should include representatives from the Departments of
Education, Ngriculture, Health and I Iuman Services, I lousing and
Urban Development, Veterans Affairs, and other relevant departments
and agencies.

We envision that the council would coordinate the eligibility process
and service delivery fbr many federal human resource programs, including federal student assistance, Aid to Families with Dependent Children,

Food Stamp benefits, veterans assistance, and other programs. It also
would develop ways to better monitor and evaluate coordination of
these programs. The council also should create a unifOrm system of data
protocols and eligibility standards fbr federal programs and implement
a process of data sharing and categorical exemptions. Through this
work, the council might design a single set of forms or procedures to use
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when applying for benefits under these human resource programs. If'
needed, it also could develop a centralized data system to share information among federal agencies.

Implement the National Early Intervention Scholarship

and Partnership Program created in the 1992 Higher
Education Amendments.
This program, which provides matching funds to states to encourage the creation and expansion of early intervention initiatives for atrisk students, is a vital component of efforts to improve the social and

economic prospects of the nation. The failure to improve the life
prospects of these youth will have disruptive and expensive consequences for the country.

The National Early Intervention program is also an excellent
example of the type of educational partnership between the federal
government and the states that should be expanded. Both bear a
responsibility and share in the rewards of improving the postsecondary
educational opportunities of at-risk youth.

ROLES OF OTHER FINANCING SYSTEM PARTICIPANTS
tates, postsecondary institutions, the private sector, and philanthropy all work as partners with the federal government in

efforts to help families and students pay for college. The
roles of each of these players in the financing process are
essential to the national goal of providing opportunities for postsecondary education to all individuals to the full extent of their interests
and abilities.
The Commission has received extensive testimony and engaged in

considerable discussion concerning the roles of these other financing
system participants. However, as an agency operating within the federal government, we believe our primary responsibility is to make rec-

ommendations related to federal policy. Still, as a national
Commission, we also have a responsibility to addressat least in general termsthe roles of the other participants in the financing

process. We therefore offer our perspectives on each of the other
major participants in this process:
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THE STATE ROLE
-----N or decades, states have assumed the key role of providing
educational programs for their residents. Yet the dominance
of the federal government in providing need-based student
aid has tended to overshadow the essential role states play in
promoting access to postsecondary education. In fact, states spend twice
as much money on higher education as the federal government, most of
it through operating subsidies to institutions that reduce the price of stu-

dent tuition. Nearly 80 percent of students in American higher education attend state-supported institutions, a strong indicator of the success
of state efforts to ensure access.
We believe states must continue to play a prominent role in ensuring
access to postsecondary education nationwide. They can perform this role
best by filling the "gaps" in the federal aid system caused by enrollment fluc-

tuations, sudden price increases, or other unanticipated conditions. The
failure of states to promote access would pose a major new financial burden

for families and the federal government that would be virtually impossible

to meet. As the principal providers of educational services in the nation,
states must continue to play this critical role in postsecondary education.

The diversity of states and their unique systems of higher education pro-

hibit the development of nationally uniform policies for state financing in
higher education. However, states should consider the following recommendations in shaping their priorities and programs on behalf of their residents:

Establish a four-step collaborative accountability process
that emphasizes strategic planning and mutual responsibility
among financing system participants, thus promoting access.
A structured accountability process can help states better meet their
fundamental responsibilities of providing postsecondary education and

promoting access. To this end, state legislators, state coordinating and
governing board officials, faculty, campus administrators, students, and
others should participate in a strategic planning process that addresses
at least four key elements. Members of this panel should:

I reach consensus on a series of future goats and design ways to
measure success in meeting them;
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WHAT IS "HIGH TUITION, HIGH AID?"

Several economists, as well as a
growing number of higher education
leaders, have argued that "high tuition,
high aid" would be a just solution to the
financing problems currently plaguing

much of American higher educatior
Advocates of this position have argued
that federal incentives should be developed to encourage states to focus their

tax funds on student aid for low- and
middle-income students and families,
rather than continuing to provide high
direct institutional subsidies, which help
to reduce the tuition levels. Thus, under
this concept, tuitions would increase to
significantly higher levels than is currently the case in most states (high tuition),
with the additional revenues derived from
these higher tuitions used to pay for the

increasing needs of low- and middleincome students through student aid
(high aid). By increasing tuitions at state
institutions the overall revenues derived

can be targeted on the neediest students, thereby improving both the efficiency of the system and the access that
is necessary for low- and middle-income
students.

Thomas P. Wallace, President of
Illinois State University, is one of the

make available appropriate resources to achieve the goals;
give institutions autonomy when working toward those goals;

grant each party in the accountability process the appropriate
authority to reach the goals.

Conduct independent assessments of the benefits of the
so-called "high tuition, high aid'' strategy for higher education, with no direct federal involvement.
The Commission has heard extensive testimony and conducted its
own analyses of "high tuition, high aid," a widely discussed topic in high-

er education. This idea is based on the premise that states could lower

subsidies to public colleges and universities and use the money to
expand financial aid offerings. Tuition at these schools would increase
sharply but so would financial aidperhaps offering greater access to
college for needy students.
After much study and discussion, we have concluded that a headlong
rush into "high tuition, high aid" as a national strategy would be a mistake. We are disturbed by the troubling trends of the last two years, in
which at least 10 states raised tuition but cut student aid. Despite the
states' best intentions, these events are a troubling sign about the potentially damaging effects of this policy.

observed, "...the most significant element of student financial aid in public

The available evidence also illustrates the political difficulties in
achieving the goals of "high tuition, high aid." As tuition climbs higherand the level of direct institutional aid dropspolitical support for

higher education today is the direct state
tax subsidy to public institutions; it is of
greater financial importance to students

student financial assistance also appears to erode. As one witness before
the Commission noted, "Direct institutional appropriations can be justi-

leading advocates of this theory. In testi-

mony before the Commission, he

than any state or federal gift aid program

fied on a diverse set of goalsquality, state economic development, pub-

targeted to needy students. The public
policy of direct state aid to public institu-

lic service, and access. In contrast, student aid is almost exclusively justi-

tions, which currently constitutes the
foundation for student financial aid, is

fied in terms of access." We believe the consequences of this policythe

incompatible with today's realities of providing student affordability and maintaining institutional quality."

prospect of high tuition, low aidcould jeopardize access to higher education in individual stales as well as the nation.
Despite the recent trends, however, the Commission believes states
should explore this idea when considering options to improve higher
education access. Certainly, the subsidies that flow indirectly to more
affluent students because of lower tuition at state colleges may be better
utilized in sonic states through need-based aid programs. Nevertheless,
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"high tuition, high aid" is squarely a state issue that should not be overtly
influenced by, or promoted through, federal policy.

Increase state-funded student financial aid in proportion
to increases in tuition as a way to provide access for lowand middle-income students.
Consistent with the last recommendation, we believe states that do

decide to move toward higher tuition carry a significant burden to
increase stud nt aid at the same proportional rate. Without such action,
state policy could undermine the national goal of improving access to
postsecondary education for all Americans.
States have a variety of techniques at their disposal to assure con-

sistent increases of tuition and state student aid. These range from
moral suasion to formulas written into state law requiring dollar-fordollar increases in aid. Whatever the method, it is imperative that
states not perpetrate the cruel hoax of "high tuition, low aid" for
poor students.
At the state level, the responsibility for this issue falls directly on
those individuals and agencies who set tuition. In some states, individual institutions must undertake this responsibility, while in others the
burden falls to statewide boards or legislative committees. Whoever

sets tuition has the first responsibility to provide sufficient aid to
needy students to offset the effects of any increases in tuition.

Participate in the State Postsecondary Review Prcgram, as
authorized under the Higher Education Act.
States should take advantage of the opportunity presented by the
creation of the State Postsecondary Review Program to designate one
entity to review institutional eligibility fur federal student assistance pro-

grams. By offering states matching funds to help them perform this
function, the program represents a unique opportunity to strengthen
the partnership between the federal government and the states in
improving postsecondary education access. States should utilize the fed-

eral matching funds to target institutions that have an established history of abuse of federal programs.
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THE INSTITUTIONAL ROLE
he Commission believes colleges and universities should
play several essential roles. These include promoting access
for all interested and able students, fostering a climate that
encourages the graduation of every student, and establishing a governance process that efficiently delivers programs in response
to a clearly defined mission.

Institutions have long played a critical role in promoting access.
This commitment has been reaffirmed in recent years as institutions
have stepped up their investments in need-based aid in response to
declining support from the federal government and other sources.
This r( to is an appropriate one for institutions and should be encouraged.

While mutual accountability among financing system partners is a
basic tenet of postsecondary financing policy, institutions bear a fun-

damental ethical responsibility to offer a quality education. As
providers of education, colleges and universities must promote both

effective teaching and effective learning. No government entity
could ever replace the nation's postsecondary educational institutions in this process.

To this end, institutions must set clear goals and develop programs to reach these goals. If they have not already done so, institutions should engage in a strategic planning process that answers
tough questions about the school's mission, strengths, weaknesses,
and future vision. Institutions could conduct this strategic planning
as part of their state's accountability process, which assures both mission success and effective self assessment.

Institutionsand the policymakers who directly affect them
bear a fundamental responsibility for controlling cost increases. The
price charged to students needs to address clearly the central mission

of the college or university and the type of students who tend to
enroll in that institution. Determining whether the costs students pay
are appropriate should be a central element of the strategic planning
process outlined in this report.
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THE PRIVATE SECTOR ROLE

"If there is a genuine willingness

believe business and industry should encourage
and support postsecondary education and training
that strengthens the nation's competitiveness and
furthers democratic principles. As noted in Chapter

to use tax policy to craft a partnership of the cm/ orate sector and

of individual donors with educa-

tional institutions, there will be
no lack of creative ways to shape
tax measures beneficial to provid-

ing quality higher education to
young people."

education finance system. But individual businesses often play only a
limited role, supporting job training programs based on current business needs rather than promoting educational investments for long-term
economic growth and productivity.

REV. J. DONALD MONAN, S.J.. PRESIDENT.

Bos-roN

I, the private sector 'already plays an important part in the postsecondary
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Despite their extensive commitment to specialized job training,
corporations and businesses cannot play the primary role in meeting
the nation's educational needs. This is because these firms cannot be
assured that their investment in training is the most efficient use of
their resources. For example, large companies with training programs
are frequently confronted by the dilemma of employees who receive
extensive training and then leave the company for another firm. And
small companies face high fixed costs in designing and paying for
training programs, costs which are often not justified in the returns
they receive.

However, as the principal "customer" of the nation's postsecondary
institutions, the private sector has a significant responsibility for, and
interest in, the ability of citizens to attain a quality education. Thus busi-

ness and industry should play an important partnership role, encouraging and supporting postsecondary education that contributes to economic and social advancement.
Business and industry can accomplish this by engaging in many of

the programs and policies discussed previously. For example, they
should take advantage of federal policies that promote greater postsecondary opportunities for their employees. This includes utilizing the tax
breaks offered fOr employer paid educational assistance under Section
127 of the Tax Code.

Businesses also should receive tax breaks for engaging in cooperative

work experience or curriculum sharing programs. These programs,
which offer students the opportunity to learn first-hand about the job
market and stay current in rapidly changing job fields, would help
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increase the partnership between postsecondary- educational institutions

and the private sector. Greater understanding between an employer's
needs and an institution's programs and abilities could dramatically
improve the nation's productive capacity and raise the level of expertise
among American workers.

THE PHILANTHROPIC ROLE
e believe philanthropy should play an important role

in the education finance systemfrom traditional
corporate and private foundations to the philanthropy of individuals, institutions and other sectors
of American society. Philanthropy has long played a leading role in support of higher education as an essential national resource. We support
the expansion of these efforts at all levels.

The federal government can play a critical part in such an expansion. For example, the current alternative minimum tax treatment of
gifts of appreciated property should he repealed, since current law discourages people from making gifts to charitable organizations such as
higher education institutions. Likewise, Congress should approve an
advance valuation donation procedure for donors making gifts to charities. These and other measures would help to reduce the confusion
now common in tax law and strengthen the partnerships in postsecondary financing.
Private philanthropic organizations, which already play an essential
role in institutional and programmatic support, should promote policies
and programs that contribute to educational equity. The role of private
philanthropy in financing postsecondary education has changed dramatically in the past century., especially since World War II. Direct sup-

port for postsecondary institutions has eroded over time as organizations emphasized other worthy priorities, such as K-1 2 education. But
private philanthropic foundations continue to be a major catalyst in
efforts to promote greater opportunities for disadvantaged students.
This essential work should continue.

Private philanthropy has other important roles to play in higher ducation. For example, community-based scholarship foundations have a

substantial impact on raising aspirations and increasing postsecondary
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"The challenges of the 21st century

require us to prepare an educated
citizenry and workforce that will be

flexible, have an understanding of
the world community, and be envi-

ronmentally aware. For 200 years

in this country, we have successfully avoided the pitfalls of a clr

society characterized by an elPist

education access. We support the continued development and growth of
these privately supported efforts.

Likewise, private philanthropy is essential to supporting the effbrts
of colleges and universities to promote equity among students. Through
their support, philanthropic organizations can make a difference at the
grassroots level to further national goals supported by government. This
is especially true when it comes to plans fbr restructuring higher education and promoting effective governance practices as well as equity. We
sincerely hope that these organizations will continue to play such a role
in the overall strategic planning process in the years ahead.

population with sole access to the

CONCLUSION

best schools and universities. To
maintain democratic opportunity,

he United States has long been recognized as providing

we must do all we can to broaden

the best, most accessible system of higher education in the

access to higher education to those

world. Yet as this reportand others like ithas pointed

from every segment of society."

WARREN B. ARMSTRrING, PRESIDENT,

WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY
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out, the burdens of paying for college are increasing for
all Amer .cans. Based on current trends, America will face dire economic. and social consequences if an ever smaller percentage of students anc: families can afford a postsecondary education.
The Commission believes it has developed a bipartisan, cost effective blueprint for making college affordable again. The comprehensive

proposals offered in this report represent our collectk, views regarding this important and timely topic.
In seeking to make college affordable again, we realize that it will
be difficult to measure the impact of our recommendations on access
to higher education and the societal and individual benefits that come
from an increasingly educated citizenry. While there is no single indicator of success, we would consider our efforts fruitful if any of several

outcomes is achieved. Among the outcomes desired by the
Commission are:
RI

increased participation in higher education by all Americans;

C9

a more reliable, efficient, and simplified system of financial aid;

E enhanced understanding of the mutual goals of scholarship
and citizenship:
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E greater investment in saving for college by students and their
families;
tZ1

improved accountability and mutual responsibility among the
various participants in the financing system;

E a reduction in the amount and rate of student loans defaulted.

The economic, environmental, and social challenges ahead will
require cooperation among all sectors of American societyfrom goyeminent and industry to individuals and families. We need both the
courage to dream and the will to change.

Amid global uncertainty, the nation must stand firm behind its
goal of offering educational opportunity to all interested and able
Americans. Only by making college affordable can our students succeed and our nation prosper during the next decadeand into the
21st century.
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Iv.
APPENDIX

ESTIMATES OF COST SAVINGS AND
NEW EXPENDITURES RESULTING FROM
COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS
he Commission has approached its task with the belief that

the cost of failing to provide postsecondary opportunities
for all individuals to the full extent of their interests and
abilities far exceeds the monetary costs of increasing the
national investment in postsecondary education. However, at the same
time, we have been acutely attuned to the fiscal dilemmas plaguing fami-

lies, the states, the federal government, and others, and therefore have
constructed our recommendations with an eye toward producing effective, reasonable solutions that are financially responsible and that draw
on the resources of all participants in the financing process.
The cost of implementing various proposals is largely dependent
on variables not easily measured. For example, the cost of providing

Pell Grants at levels already agreed upon in law depends significantly
on the number of eligible grant recipients. In recent years this number has sharply increased, in part due to the economic troubles that
have gripped the nation. Thus the future state of the economy is one
variable that needs to be considered in estimating the costs of these
recommendations.
To limit the inevitable quibbling over the "correctness" of cost estimates, we have chosen to rely prii,iarilv on cost estimates of our recommendations (or similar proposals) conducted by independent, non-partisan sources. For the most part, these calculations have been conducted
by the Congressional Budget Office (CB0), the General Accounting
Office (GAO), or other official federal government entities. 76 Unless
otherwise noted, the calculations assume the cost of implementation in
fiscal year 1994 present value terms.

We want to emphasize that these estimates arc illustrative. The cost
estimates we provide here are not definitive but rather they provide a

rough sense of the total price tag of our recommendations. Downward
or up yard revisions of these estimates may be required as our proposals
are converted to actual legislative language.
The estimates of the Commission's major recommendations, by cat:!got. v, are as I ol lows:
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Pell Grants

The major Commission proposal in this area calls for the funding of

Pell Grants at levels already authorized in law. If this recommendation
were implemented in the current fiscal year (1993), the additional cost
to the federal government would be approximately S6.5 billion. This figure is based on preliminary CBO numbers calculated in 1992. The addi-

tional cost is the difference between a maximum grant award of S3,700
(S12.5 billion in budget authority with 5.2 million grant recipients) and

a maximum award of $2,300 (56.0 billion with 3.9 million recipients).
The calculations assume that changes made during the 1992 Higher
Education Amendments have been fulls' implemented.77
Student Loans

The Commission's proposals call for the replacement of the current

hank -based federal student loan structure with a direct loan program
that allows students the option of repaying their loans on an incomecontingent basis through the IRS. This proposal is similar to those discussed as a part of the 1992 Higher Education Act reauthorization.

Much discussion and debate surrounded these proposals, particularly the direct lending piece. However, after several analyses were conduct-

ed by both C:B0 and GAO, the results were virtually identical. These
analyses showed that a direct lending program could save at least S1 billion per year compared to the current guaranteed loan system when
fully implemented.78

The most appropriate analysis of the costs of a direct lending program comparable to the one proposed by the Commission was conducted by (30 on November 15, 1991. That study estimated the cost
of the 1992 Higher Education Amendments bill as reported by the

Home of Representatives Committee on Education and Labor on
October 23, 1991. The analysis showed that phasing out the existing
Guaranteed Student Loan Program (with existing loan limits) would
save approximately SI.4 billion annually with the direct lending pro grain fully implemented.
That same CB0 analysis also calculated the likely increased costs of a

direct loan program with higher Ifmn limits (and no loan origination
fee). While the loan limits in the House bill are not directly comparable
to the Commission's subsidized and unsubsidized loan proposals, they
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do provide a rough sense of the possible costs of increased loan limits.
According to the CBO analysis, the annual cost of these higher loan limits would equal ap )roximately 31.5 billion annually.

The costs or spvings associated with income-contingent repayment
are more difficult to measure. We assume that income-contingent repayment will result in additional budget savings because of the expected
reduction in students defaulting on their loans. With default costs now
totalling more than $3 billion under the guaranteed loan programs, we
believe this is a significant feature of this proposal.
No official estimates of the likely savings due to reduced default lev-

els under an income-contingent loan structure were calculated.
However, several reputable analysts have developed estimates of the like-

ly savings of income-contingent loans and have concluded that there
would he an annual savings of at least Si billion compared with current
default expenditures.79
Loan Forgiveness for ComMU

ty Service

Our recommendations also call for students to be able to serve their

country by performing community service in an approved program
exchange for partial loan forgiveness. Students would be allowed to have
20 percent of their loan principal forgiven for every year of participation
in the Community Service Incentive Program. Students could reduce
their total federal student loan principal by up to 60 percent (a few
would be offered complete forgiveness for performing five years of service in designated "critical need" areas).

The Commission on National and Community Service has estimated

that the current community service infrastructure in the nation supports
all of
about 25,000 to 30,000 full-time participants. Assuming that r
these slots are occupied by persons performing post-collegiate community service, and further assuming that the number of slots would double in the first year, we then can estimate the cost of our loan forgiveness

pt oposal to ,ife federal government. That cost would be the number of
participants (50,000) multiplied by the estimated amount of loan principal forgiven. According to a 1992 study, the average indebtedness of all
borrowers in 199(1 was S9,7.4." Thus the average annual amount forgiven would be about $2,000 (20 percent). This means that the estimated.
first-year cost of this proposal would be about 5100 million.
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We want to emphasize that costs are highly dependent on the
number of community service program participants. Thus, depending
on the number of slots available in approved programs, these cost esti-

mates could increase or decrease significantly. Further, the costs
beyond the first year are likely to be higher since community service
program participants are eligible for 20 percent reduction in principal per year of participation.
lay Policies

The Commission's recommendations allow for penalty -free withdrawals from IRAs to pay for higher education expenses. This provision

is similar to one proposed hl Senators Lloyd Bentsen (D-TX) and
William Roth (R-DE) in 1992. Under that proposal, qualified higher
education expensestuition, fees, hooks, supplies, and equipment
could be paid for via early withdrawal from an IRA. These funds could

be used to pay for the college education of the taxpayer, his or her
spouse, the taxpayer's child, or the taxpayer's grandchild.

According to the Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT), this provision would result in additional federal budget costs of approximately

S100 million per Year. This estimate assumes restoration of the
deductibility of IRA contributions for all taxpayers, which was eliminat-

ed in the 1986 Tax Reform Act. Without the restoration of fully
deductible IRAs, the budgetary effects of this provision likely would be
considerably less than this amount.

Our recommendation for removing the income eligibility ceiling
for taxpayers woo use Series EE Savings Bonds to pay for higher educa-

tion expenses is identical to a proposal supported by the JCT in 1992.
According to the JCT, removing the income ceiling would spur additional savings bond sales, thus offsetting the cost of interest exclusion.
The estimated cost to the federal government of this provision is less
than SI million annually, and therefore negligible for our purposes.8t
Likewise, the yr has also estimated the cost of allowing student loan
interest to be deducteda feature of the Tax Code that was eliminated in
the 1986 Tax Reform Act. They have estimated the annual c( of this
provision at approximately 5200 million. And JCT estimates that the
annual cost of continuing to allow deductions fiw employer-paid educational expenses (Section 127) also at approximately S200 million.82

The provision exempting scholarships and fellowships from taxation
was eliminated in the 1986 Tax Reform Act. While no recent estimates of
restoring this provision have been made, JCT staff estimate the annual
cost at no more than S20 million, based on use patterns prior to 1986.
Finally, changing the alternative minimum tax treatment of gifts of

appreciated property to charitable organizations would cost approximately S100 million.
Other Savings and Expenditures

We believe that two of our remaining proposals result in significant
cost s:Ivings to the federal government. The conversion of the Federal
Perkins Loan program to a grant program (and discontinuing new federal capital contributions) would save approximately S200 million a year,

based on the pattern of appropriations for this program over the last

decade. Further, the elimination of the Federal Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant would save an additional S600 million
annually. Combined, these program phase-outs would result in savings of
about three quarters of a billion dollars.
Some additional costs would be incurred by other of our recommendations. Full funding of Title IX programs for graduate students

would cost approximately S200 million. Funding of the State
Postsecondary Review Program, to help combat fraud and abuse in student aid programs, would result in additional federal costs of S75 million annually. And the cost of funding the National Early Intervention

Scholarship and Partnership Program would he S200 million at the
maximum authorized level.
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SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED FIRST YEAR COST
SAVINGS AND NEW EXPENDITURES
COST SAVINGS

EXPENDITURES

5 6.5 billion

Pell Grants
Student Loans

--Direct Lending

S1.-1 billion

Increased Loan Limits

S 1.5 billion

Loan Forgiveness for
Community Service

5100 million

Tax Policies

5100 million
5200 million
S 20 million
5200 million
S100 million

Penalty-free IRA Withdrawals

Student Loan Interest Deduction
Eliminate Schol. and Fellowship Tax
Section 127

Gifts of Appreciated Property
to Charitable Organizations
Other Savings and Expenditures
Perkins Loan Conversion
Elimination of SEOG
Full Funding of Title IX

5200 million
S600 million

S200 million

S 75 million
5200 million

State Postsecondary Review Program
National Early Intervention
Scholarship and Partnership Program

TOTAL

S2.2 billion

S9.2 billion

NOTE:This table does not include likely cost savings due to the reduction in
defaults under a loan syste m with income-contingent repayment as an option. While we
believe significant sayings will he achieved. no official estimates are available.
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